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OPIHIOR 

1. Sureary 
By this decision we conclude our investigation into the-· 

regulation of cellular radiotelephone utilities which began on 
November 23, 1988. specifically, we aret 

a. Rejecting the repOrting requirements for 
the assessment and monitoring of cellular 
capacity utilization and capacity expansion 
proposed by the various parties; 

b. Amending the facilities-based carriers' 
Uniform System of Accounts (USOA) to 
incorporate cost allocations to segregate 
retail activities from wholesale and non
operating activities; 

c. Allowing resellers to petition to modify 
their certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity (CPCN) to perform switching 
functions currently provided by the 
facilities-based carriers; 

d. Requiring the facilities-bas~d carriers to 
unbundle their wholesale tariff; and 

e. Continuing the current ban on reseller 
affiliates of facilities-based carriers to 
provide service in the same markets where 
their affiliated facilities-based carrier 
provides retail services. 

In concluding these proceedings, we have exhausted the 
steps we devised in D.90-06-025 to improve the original regUlatory 
framework for celiular adopted by the Commission in 1984. We 
remain concerned about the actual level of competition In the 
facilities-based portion of the cellular market, and based on our 
experi.ence in Phase III, about whether we can in fact obtain the 
intelligence about the operation of the duopoly market on which 

D,90-06-025 relied. 
We also observe that the demand for cellular has expanded 

to the pOint where there are signs we may be reaching a broader 
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market more quickly than we anticipated. Finally, we note the 
impending entry of alternative providers of mobile telephone 
services such as so-called specialized mobile radio carriers and 
personal communications services. All of these factors lead us to 
conclude that our regulation of the marketplace for mobile 
communications will require further examination. 
2. Background 

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) established 
18 metropolitan statistical areas (HSAs) and 12 rural statistical 
areas (RSAs) in California for the provision of cellular serVice. 
within eAch of the 30 designated california statisticAl areas, the 
FCC issued two permits based on a lottery, thereby, creating a new 
duopoly telecommunications service. The FCC structured its 
issuance of permits so that each statistical Area would have a 
nonwireline (Block A) carrier and a wireline (Block B) carrier. 

• 

The first applications to provide cellular service in 
california came from the Los Angeles MSA permit holders in 1983. 
Subsequently, by Decision (D.) 84-04-014, we authorized cellular • 
carriers to set rates On what the market would bear. 

With the experience of several years of celiular service 
in California, on November 23, 1988, we opened this investigation 
to assess whether the cellular radiotelephone regulatory framework 
established by the 1984 decision was meeting Commission objectives 
and if changes to the regulatory framework were warranted. To 
obtain maximum input into this investigation, we named as 
respondents all facilities-based cellular radiotelephone utilities, 
cellular reseliers, and local exchange carriers (LEes) providing 
interconnection for cellular carriers. 

The investigation was bifurcated. The first phase 
addressed generic regulatory goals. The second phase addressed 
specific regulatory policies for cellular wholesalers and 
resellers. In considering these issues, we kept in mind the 
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continuing essential fact of this industry--a regulatory pt6gram 
based on the-<;tuopoly wholesale carriers licensed by the FCC. 

0.90-06-025 (36 cPuc 2d 464) addressed the Phase I and 
Phase II issues. By that decislon the celluiar regulatory 
framework was modified to provide benefits 6f competition to the 
extent that they are achievable under the FCC's duopOly facllities
based market structure. The decision also expanded-the 
investigation into a third phase to address the following issues 
that impact cellular competition. 

a. A streamlined certification process for 
RSAs facilities-based carriers; 

b. Duopoly carriers' reporting requirements 
that will enable us to assess and mOnitor 
on a twice-yearly basis cellular capacity 
utilization, capacity expansion, _ . 
development of cellular services in rural 
areas, and prices charged for cellular 
services; 

c. Modification of the USOA to include cost -
allocation methods for a carrier's 
wholesale and retail operations; 

d. The ability of cel~ular reseilers to 
perform switching functions currently _ 
provided by ~he cellular carrler~ and the 
unbundling of the wholesale tariff rate 
element; and 

e. Whether a facilities-based carrier's 
affiliate should be prohibited (r6~ _ 
reselling in markets where the facilities-
based carrier provides retail 
services. 

3. !'rehearing Conference 
A prehearing conference (PHC) was held on November i, 

1990 before Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) G~lvin in San Francisco. 
At this PHC, the Commission's Advisory and compliance Division 
(CACO) was delegated the responsibility of coordinating a workshop • 
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The purpOse of the workshop was to lessen and, if pOssible; to 
resolve the five issues remaining in the investigation. 
4. workshop RepOrt 

The workshop, held March 4 through March 8, 1991, 
resulted in the parties' filing of a joint workshop report on 
May 31, 1991. Although the workshop did not resolve the issues 
before us; significant progress was made in narrowing the issues. 
5. Second pac 

Subsequent to receipt of the workshop repOrt, the ALJ 

held a second PHC on July 19, 1991 to schedule evidentiary hearings 
and to establish a briefing schedule. As summarized in the joint 
workshop report, the parties agreed that delays in certification of 
RSAs were attributable primarily to the length of time required for 
cellular sitting and environmental reviews imposed by General Order 
(GO) 159 and the California Environmental Quality Act, neither of 
which are subjects for modification in this investiqation. 

• 

FUrther, a majority of the RSAs permit holders had already received 
their operating authority prior to the second PHC. Accordingly, • 
the establishment of a streamlined certification process for RSAs 
facilities-based carriers became irrelevant for this proceeding. 

PArties concurred that the fifth issue, whether a 
facilities-based carrier's affiliate should be prohibited frOm 
reselling in markets where the facilities-based carrier provides 
retail service, need only be addressed in briefs and that an 
evidentiary hearing was not necessary. Accordingly, the affiliate 
issue was deferred to the briefing stage of this investigation. 
6. Evidentiary Hearing 

Evidence on the duopOly carriers' reporting requirements 
and on the USOA cost allocation methods was heard August 19 through 
August 23, 1991. cellular Resellers Association (CRA), cellular 
Dynamics Telephone company 6f Los Angeles, Inc., Cellular Dynamics 
Telephone company of San Francisco, Inc., and Cellular Dynamics 
Telephone Company of San Diego, Inc. (jointiy Cellular Dynamics), 
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the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA), PacTel Cellular 
CorpOration and its subsidiaries (pacTel cel~uiar), and Mccaw 
cellular Communications, Inc. (McCaw) provided testimOny on the 
reporting requirements and USOA cost allocation methods. 

Evidence on the ability of celiular resellers to perform 
switchin~ functions and the unbundling of the wholesale tarifi rate 
element was heard September 30 through October 4, 1991. Witnesses 
for Cellular service, Inc. (CSI), us West cellular of california; 
Inc. (US West), pacTel Celiular, Los Angeles Cellular Teleph6ne 
Company (LA Cellular), McCaw, and DRA testified on the reseiler 
switch and unbundling issue. 

Briefs were filed on November 7, 1991 and the proceeding 
was submitted upon the filing of reply briefs on December 5, 1991. 
However, bya Karch 6, 1992 ALJ ruling, submission of this 
investigation was set aside to-address a supplemental brief and 
request for official notice tendered by eRA on February 12, 1992, 
approximately two months after this investigation was submitted • 
The ALJ reopened the investigation, rejected CRA's supplemental 
brief and request for official notice, and resubmitted the 
investigation effective Harch 6, 1992. 
7. cRA·s Motion for Ca..ission 

Review of an ALJ Ruling 

Subsequently, on March 30, 1992, CRA filed a motion for 
Commission review 6f the assigned ALj's March 6, i992 ruling. CRA 
asserted that the ALJ ruling was in legai error for two reasons! 
first, because judicial notice of the requested documents is . 
mandatory under Sections 451 through 453 of the California Evidence 
Code, as adopted by CommissiOn Rule 73tsecondly, because the ALJ 

failed to make any findings of fact in his ruling. According to 
CRA, a long list of California supreme Court opinions require the 
Commission to make separately stated findings of fact and 
conclusions of law on all material issues • 
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On Aptil 15, 199~, GTE Mobilnet filed a reply stating 
that the ALJ'S ruling was procedurally and substantively correct. ' 
GTE Mobilnet asserted that eRA was irtcorrect in that the Commission 
is not required t6 take official notice 6f dOcuments. Further, GTE 
Mobilrtet asserted that ALJs are not required to state specific 
findings of facts or explain the basis 6f their evidentiary 
rulings. 

Subsequent to GTE Mobilnet's reply, CRA and GTE Mobilnet 
participated in an exchange of letters and filings regarding this 
matter. 

Contrary to CRA's assertion, the Commission is not 
required to take official notice of documents. Rule 73 of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice and procedure explicitly provides 
that official notice aay be taken of such matters as aay be 
judiCially noticed by the courts of the State of california. 
Rule 73 is permissive. The documents requested for official 
notice, annual reports on file with the Commission, by their very 
nature would not be subject to mandatory judiCial notice even by a 
court pursuant to Sec. 451 of the Evidence Code. 

CRA sought to include two pages of Mobilnet's 1989 and 
1990 annual report as official notice and to submit a supplemental 
brief after the proceeding was submitted which argued, among other 
matters, that Mobilnet does not currently allocate any 
administrative and general (A&G) costs to Mobilnet's retail 
operations. Although these documents were in existence at the time 
of the evidentiary hearing, CRA did not move to take officiai 
notice or make a mOtion while the proceeding was open to establish 
a procedure to take official notice of documents after the matter 
was submitted. 

Official notice is generally accorded to facts and 
propositions of generalized knowledge that are so universally known 
that they cannot reasonably be the subject of dispute. However, 
this is not the case in this instance, as evidenced by Mobllnet's 
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reply to CRA's request for official notice and supplementalbrle£. 
Official notice of the dOcuments should not be taken without an . 
explanation of how the documents were prepared, and the 
supplemental brief should not be allowed without affording all 
parties equal opportunity to submit supplemental briefs. To do 
otherwise will deprive other parties of their right to cross
examine or to rebut a fact that Is really an issue. 

Further, in its original notice ftled in its appeal of 
the ALJ's ruling. CRA was attempting to alert the ALJ and the 
Commission to information on the Annual Reports which, in CRA's 
view demonstrated problems with use of the facilities-based 
carriers' proposed avoided cost methodology, as allegedly 
implemented by a cellular carrier. However, CRA hAd previously 
challenged the use of an avoided cost methodology in supporting 
applicAtions for rehearing of D.90-06-025, and that decisIon stands 
until modified by the Commission consistent with Section 1708. 
Therefore, the ALJ's decision not to consider the proffered 
mAterials was consistent with D.90-06-025. 

CRA's second basis for legal error is also wrong. CRA, 
as an active participant in Commission proceedings, should be well 
aware that there is no requirement that ALJ rulings include 
separately stated findings of fact or conclusions of law and that 
it is common practice, that ALJs make oral and written rulings 
without stating findings of fact or conclusions of iaw. 

We affirm the ALJ's March 6, 1992 ruling. 
8. Reporting Regui..re.ent 

As we have discussed in D.90-06-025, id at 495 and 513, 
it is the proper public policy to forebear from any rate of return 
or profit-bAsed regulation of cellular wholeSAlers (faciliti~s
based carriers) that are pricing their services competitively. 
However, we would be disposed quite differently towards a 
facilities-based carrier that violated the public trust by 
withholding service to make extra profits. If such an instance 
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occurred, we would initiate an investigation of the rates of the 
carrier in questio~ and impose an appropria~e and punitive 
constraint on its profits. 

Although there was no evidence in Phase II of this 
investigation to convince us that such an investigation should be 
opened, we concluded at that time that a monitoring program should 
be devised to keep us apprised of market developments and to give 
carriers some reasonable expectations of the performance we seek. 
Specifically, two questions need to be answered on an ongoing 
basis. These questions are whether the cellular system capacity is 
being reasonably fully utilized and whether the cellular system is 
being expanded at a reasonable pace. Therefore, we concluded that 
this final phase of the investigation should address facilities-
based carriers' reporting requirements that wiil enable us to 
attempt to assess and monitor on a twice-yearly basis cellular 

• 

capacity utilization, capacity expansion, development of cellular 
service in rural areas, and prices charged for cellular services to 
answer our two questions. Since the facilities-based carriers are • 
already required to file tariffs which identify the prices they are 
authorized to charge for cellular service, no additional reporting 
reqUirement on the prices charged for cellular services should be 
required of the facilities-based carriers. These tariffs are 
readiiy available for review and analysis at any time. 
8.1 Workshop Results 

At the conclusion of the workshops, all parties concurred 
that Mccaw's proposed reporting format presented at the workshop 
should serve as a starting point to all celluiar carriers filing 
reports with the Commission. The report provided for specific 
measurements, such as the number of cell sites in service, number 
of switches in service on a system-wide basis, system peak period 
call blocking rate, and the voice grade equivalent -RF- channels. 
However, CRA was opposed to Mccaw's proposal to collect data on a 
beginning-of-period and end-of-period reporting format. eRA 
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proposed that the carriers provide montlily data, pointing. out that 
a report containing ~hd of the period data or averages over a six
month period would provide an inconclusive view of the system's 
utilization. According to eRA, capacity utilization must be viewed 
over the entire six month repOrting period. 

The parties al$o concurred that cell site information 
should be provided in certain instances. The trigger for reporting 
of cell site information would be on an exception basis, i.~., only 
for those sites meeting specified criteria, for ten percent (10\) 
of the most utilized cells and 10\ of the most underutilized, and 
for those cell cites where the quality of service has deteriorated 
to a level unacceptable to the Commission. The parties agreed that 
the Commission should establish a service quality standard for 
exception reporting. 

In addition to the dispute as to whether carriers should 
report monthly data or beginning and end-of-period information in 
the semi-annual repOrting cycle, workshop participants disagreed on 
the repOrting of customer complaints. 
8.2 Evidentiary Hearing 

McCaw revised its prOpOsed reporting requirement format 
at the evidentiary hearing to incorporate additional information 
suggested by DRA at the workshOp. McCaw included measurements for 
the percent of peak hour calls dropped, and the nUmber of outages 
and remedies. The only ORA recommendation not incorporated into 
McCaw~s revised reporting format was tracking the number of 
customer complaints and responses to those complaints. 

Both DRA and eRA were adamant on the need for the 
Commission to receive service quality complaint information in 
order to understand capacity and utilization measurements. Even 
KcCaw~s Kirkpatrick confirmed that degradation of serVice is likely 
to occur in an overutilized system. 

eRA and Cellular Dynamics asserted that the semiannual 
reporting of monthly averages is necessary for the Commission to 
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rev lew the entire six-month repOrting peri6d for abnormallties in 
usage, complaints, "and outages and to properly assess the 
faoilities-based carriers' operations. CRA and cellular Dynamics 
also asserted that additional detailed system-wide, switch, and 
cell site information from the faoilities-based carriers is needed 
to monitor capacity utilization. CRA's Charles w. King and Harry 
Midgley recommended that the faoilities-based carriers' first 
repOrt include as much historical data as pOssible, King believes 
that this should inolude a three-year history of semiannual 
observations of markets, defined as customers, calls, and air time; 
prices for wholesale service; return on investment on a MSAs basis 
using the facilities-based carriers' current separations process; 
investment in facilities and equipment, and measures of 
utilization. 
8.3 Reporting Requ~nt Discussion 

In establishing the need [or a repOrting requirement in 
D.90-06-025, our expeotation was that we would obtain answers to 
the following questions. 

1. Whether the cel~~lar system capacity is 
being fully utilized, and 

2. Whether the cellular system is being 
expanded at a reasonable pace. 

McCaw proposed certaih data for our consideration. DRA 

and eRA, to varying degrees, differed with McCaw only in the amount 
Of detail and frequency of data. While the proposed data discussed 
by the parties may be informative, we are still left far short of 
our primary inquiry 6f addressing the reasonableness of capacity 
utilization and pace Of expansion. Instead 6f standards or 
acceptable levels of service (such as we have in General Order 
133), we received reco~endations for data. Assuming argUendo that 
we were to receive the data in a form proposed by one 6f the 
parties, we would still be unable to assess that data without a 
standard of care. 
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Clearly, reporting the proposed data on a routine basis 
is troublesome for two reasons. First, this collection of data as 
currently proposed could well be considered micromanagement of an 
industry rather than effective regulatory pOl1cymaking. Second, 
the collection of these data by the carriers and the review by 
staff would be burdensome--and may well bring us no further towards 
answering our initial two inquiries. until such time that we can 
establish standards of reasonable system utilization and expected 
pace of expansion, it would be premature of us to establish a 
reporting requirement. The cart, unfortunately, was placed before 
the horse. Therefore, we will not adopt any reporting requirements 
at this time. However, we remind the industry that Commission 
staff, pursuant to PU Code § 581, is entitled to access to records 
on request. 
9. USOA MOdifications 

In 0.90-06-025, (id at 500-503 and 512) we informed the 
cellular carriers that we wanted to control potential cross-subsidy 
problems between a facilities-based carrier's operations and its 
resale operations directly. We stated that we would not impose 
specific margins or price limits on these carriers' retail 
operations. However, we would require the facilities-based 
carriers' retail operations to at least break even on a rational 
business basis. If the retail operations cover all direct costs 
with that business, then we can conclude that the carrier is not 
pricing predatorily towards the resellers, and that the cellular 
retail market can function iike any competitive market with the 
customer base and earnings going to the firms that offer the best 
service at the lowest cost. 

We concluded that the USOA woUld be the appropriate tool 
to attempt to determine the facilities-based carriers' cost to 
provide wholesale and retail services. However, the existtng USOA 
was not in a form conducive to our break-even criteria. Therefore, 
we deferred a revision of the facilities-based carriers' USOA to 
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incorporate cost allocation methods for the carriers' wholesale and 
retail operations to this phase of the investigation. 

Speoific guidance for the revised USOA was provided. 
First, cost allocation procedures should be implemented. ~ a 
rationai business perspective, costs incurred by a carrier due to 
its offering of wholesale service should be properly allocated or 
assigned in their entirety to the wholesale side if those costs 
could not be avoided if the carrier discontinued retail service (id 
at 500-503). Secondly, sales commissions to agents should be 
included on the retail side unless the carrier pays them to all who 
deliver new customers (inclUding resellers). To maintain a 
rational business perspective, the USOA should permit commissions 
to be amortized over the expected period of time the customer stays 
with the carrier. Thirdly, retail costs should include a rate of 
return on "investments dedicated to retail service that would not be 
needed for wholesale-only operations. 

• 

We also informed carriers in D.90-06-025 (id) that, upOn 
adoption of a revised U50A, facilities-based carriers would be • 
required to repOrt their retail revenues and expenses each six 
months. If retail revenues do not equal (break even) or exceed 
retail expenses, then the carrier will lose its ability to reduce 
the retail margin through temp6rary tariff filings.! If a 
carrier's retail expenses exceed its retail revenues for two 
consecutive siX-mOnth periods, then an investigation should be 
opened in which the carrier will have the burden of explaining why 
its retail operations have not been compensatory to cover operating 
costs. 

lSy D.90-06-025 (id at 486-493 and 516), facilities-based 
carriers were precluded from using a temporary tariff proceddre 
established in tha~ decision to reduce the current margin between 
wholesale and retail rates until a revised USOAs is put in place. 
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carriers were also inlormed that compliartce with the 
allocation methods adopted ln,'this final phase of the investigation 
should be verified annually by external auditors. This auditor's 
opinion should bO automatically filed each year with CACO within 30 
days of execution, but no later than Karch 31 of each year. 

CACO received advance notice in n.90-06-025 (id at 500-
503) that CACO would be responsible for receiving the faoilities
based carriers' semiannual reports, and be delegated the 
ministerial duty of verifyinq the carriers' calculations and 
certifying, by letter, their current status of either unrestricted 
temporary tariff authority or restricted tem~rary tariff 
authority. CACD would also be responsible for recommending the 
issuance of investigations On a facilities-based carrier that fails 
the cross-subsidy test. 
9.1 WOrkshop Results 

Although D.90-06-025 provided guidance in developinq cost 
allocation methOds, this topic was a major area of contentioh in 
the workshop. Key issues developed in the workshop included the 
definition of -avoided costs· and its applicability to accounting 
methodology, and how to specifically modify the current USOA. 

Resellers interpreted the 0.90-06-025 (id) cost 
allocation method2 as costs that relate solely to wholesale 
service such as antennas, mobile telephone switching offices 
(HTSOs), and landllne connection facilities. 

Advocating another point of view, the facilities-based 
carriers' proposal allocates to the wholesale side costs that the 
carriers could not avoid today if they were to divest themselves of 
their retail operations today. 

2 Costs that the carrier must incur due to offering wholesale 
service are properly ,allocated or assigned in their entirety to 
the wholesale side if those costs could not be avoided if the 
carrier discontinued retail service • 
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Other key issues pertained to cost allocation methods 
that should be employed for c6~issions, advertising, customer 
service representatives, management information systems and 
billing, bad debts, sale of nonregulated services and eqUipment, 
depreciation and amortization, personnel, A&G expenses, rate of 
return, logos and royalties, and business acquisition costs. 

Based on parties' positions regarding these issues, we 
received testimony on four distinct USOA modification proposals in 
the evidentiary phase of this proceeding. DRA submitted one plan. 
CRA propOsed a second, which cellular Dynamics adopted with 
modifications of its own. McCaw and the other facilities-based 
carriers jointly submitted the fourth proposal. 
9.2 DRA's Position 

ORA recommended that we adopt ·part 64. 3 methodology, 

i 

~ 

in this final phase of the investigation, to be used to establish a 
detailed allocation methodology applicable to all facilities-based 
carriers. part 64 is based on a fully allocated or fully 
distributed cost methOdolOgy whereby all costs, including ~ 
overheads, are allocated to service based on the relative amount of 
usage. 

Also, ORA recommended that a task force be comprised of 
representatives from the cellular carriers and ORA to deVelOp a 
revised USOA, and that the task forceratain the services of a 
consultant to implement the cost allocation principles established 
in this investigation. ORA believes that the cost of the task 
force should be funded by the cellular industry. 

3 part 64 is a FCC cost allocation standard used by telephone 
corporations under FCC jurisdiction for recor~inq transactions 
between regulated telephone utilities and their corporate 
affiliates. 
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DRA 6pposes the use of avoided cost for cost alloCations 
per a USOA ~cause it is not a cost accounting concept and 1s 
difficult to implement. 
9.3 CRA's POsition 

CRArecommended specific changes to the current USOA 
adopted in D.86-01-043 (20 CPUC 2nd 401) for facilities-based 
carriers. specifically CRA's avoided cost allocation methodology 
recommends that the USOA be revised to allocate all costs to 
wholesale that would still be incurred in their entirety by the 
carriers if they offered only wholesale service. Wholesale service 
would be assigned all investment and operating expenses associated 
with cellular call transmission, switching, and landline 
interconnection. Remaining investments in building and leasehold 
improvements that are used for prOViding both wholesale and retail 
service would be allocated to retail usage based on square-footage 
usage. Investments in vehicles, office furniture and equipment 
would be allocated in accordance with the relative use for 
wholesale and retail activities. Expense accounts would be 

subdivided for wholesale and retail activities, and A&G accounts 
would be allocated in the same proportion to wholesale and retail 
services as the underlying costs. 

CRA's USOA modification also provides for the inclusion 
of a rate of return on investment dedicated to retail service, a~ 
imputed income tax charge, imputed wholesale charges to reflect the 
sale of wholesale cellular service by a carriers' wholesale 
operations to its retail operations, and the establishment of a 
-Royalty for Trademark Name and Logo· account to reflect an imputed 
charge to the facilities-based carriers' retail operations for the 
use of any such name and logo. 

In summary, CRA's costirlg approach provides for costs 
exclusively incurred for retail operations to be assigned directly 
as a retail cost, costs exclusively incurred for wholesale 
operations to be assigned directly as a wholesale cost, and costs 
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that are shared between retail and wholesale service apportioned 
according to their relative incurrence. 
9.4 Cellular Dynaaics' POsition 

Cellular Dynamics' proposal is substantially the same as 
CRA's. However, Cellular Dynamics recommends that, if the 
facilities-based carriers' propOsed method is adopted, avoided 
costs should be defined as those costs that would have been avoided 
if the carrier had never instituted retail operations. Cellular 
Dynamics' avoided costs definition conflicts with D.90-06-02S 
because it relies on the premise that retail activities never 
existed as opposed to the decision's direction that retail 
activities are discontinued. 

• 

Although parties filed petitions for modification and 
rehearing with the Commission, and filed a petition for writ of 
review with the State Supreme Court, the requirement that wholesale 
costs be based on the- assumption that retail activities have been 
-discontinued- was not changed. Therefore, Cellular Dynamics' 
avoided costs definition should not be considered in this • 
proceeding. 
9.5 McCaw aDd other Pacilities-Based 

carriers' position 

At the workshops held prior to the evidentiary hearing on 
this issue, McCaw proposed that each facilities-based carrier 
prepare a cost allocation manual for the facilities-based carrier's 
individualized operation for approval by the Commission. McCaw's 
reasoning for separate manuals was that each' facilities-based 
carrier con9ucts its business, maintains records for other than 
regulatory purposes, and collects statistical information based on 
that carrier's unique circumstances. 

However, because of ORA's workshop position that uniform 
allocation procedures should be established, McCaw conferred with 
other facilities-based carriers and modified its individualized 
cost allocation manual to incorporate generic allocation 
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procedures. The other facilities-based carriers support McCaw's 
revised cost allocation mAnual, hereinafter referred to as the 
facilities-based carriers' manual. 

The faoilities-based carriers' USOA manual fot cost 
allocation procedures is based on an avoided cost standard that is 
quite different from CRA's. Wherever pOssible, costs are directly 
assigned. Those costs which are shared by the wholesale and retail 
operations, such as advertising, customer service, and billing,- ate 
allocated based on measures of Activities and the appiication of 
the facilities-based carriers' definition of an avoided cost 
standard. The standard appiied required an imputation of 
hypothetical costs that a carrier might incur if its existing 
retail customers were served by independent resellers buying 
wholesale service from the cellular carrier. The carriers would 
add these imputed costs to wholesale expenses and subtract them 
from retail expenses. 

The facilities-based carriers' prOpOsed USOA manual 
provides a number of subaccounts to provIde additional detail 
beyond that included in the eXisting USOA. It also provides an 
assignment or allocation procedure for each USOA revenue and 
operating expense account. 

consistent with the current USOA, the facilities-based 
carriers' USOA inclUdes accounts for noncellular activities. 
Noncellular activities are those operations over which the 
Co~~ission does not exercise accounting jurisdiction, such as the 
sale or repair of customer premise equipment. Similar to the 
allocation of costs between wholesale and retail activities, 
noncellular operations' costs are directly assigned where 
appropriate. The remaining costs are assigned through the use of 
allocatiOll mechanisms such as special analysis, activity based 
allocations, or based on the apportionment of previously assigned 
amounts • 
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9.6 USOA Modification Discussion 
Of the 3 propOsals left for analysis; DRA's is the least 

appropriate in this instance because it does not resolve the USOA 
issue and ~cause it does not recognize that all parties were 
notified well in advance, by D.90-06-0~S in June 1990, of bur 
intent to modify and incorporate a cost allocation methOd into the 
facIlities-based carriers' USOA in this final phase of the 
investigation. If DRA felt strongly enough about an industry task 
force to develop a revised USOA, it should have made its position 
known through a petition for modification shortly after 0.90-06-025 
was issued. 

• 

To adopt DRA's industr1 task force concept at this late 
date would require us to ignore the detailed comments and reply 
comments filed by interested parties prior to the workshop, the 
workshop process, the evidentiary hearing process, and the amount 
of time, effort, and money several parties, including the 
Commission, dedicated to this issue for more than a year. it is 
apparent from the resuits of the workshop and evidentiary hearing • 
that additional hearings would be needed to resolve disputes that 
would more than likely occur within the industry task forcet 
resulting in a substantial delay. Further, the record before us is 
sufficient to implement modifications to the USOA at this time. 

In addition, DRA's -Part 64- concept was previously 
recommended by eRA in CRA's ~uly 30, 1990 comments supporting 
applications for rehearing of D.90-06-025. Although some 
modifications to the decision were made pursuant to D.90-10-047, 
the avoided cost ianquage was not changed and Part 64 was not ~ 

incorporated into the decision. consistent with D.90-06-025, by 
this decision we will modify the USOA. 

The remaining two proposals before us are based on 
different interpretations of an avoided cost stan~ard. McCaw and 
other facllities-based cellular carriers have suggested one 
version, while eRA has submitted another. 
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As explained at the beginning of our USOA M6difi~ation 
di~cussion, 0.90-06-025, 36 CPUC ~d 464 at 500-513, sought' cost 
allocation methods that, ira. a rational business perspective, 
provided for all costs a carrier must incur due to its offering of 
wholesale service to be allocated or assigned in their entirety to 
the wholesale side if those costs could not be avoided if the 
carrier discontinued retail service. 

Parties to this proceeding have taken an inordlnat~ amount 
of time attempting to determine' the meaning 6f the phrase -avoided 
cost.- The phrase has frequently been taken out of context, 
thereby obscuring our intent. In the discussion relating to the 
USOA in D.90-06-025, we indicated our intent to control any ctoss
subsidy on the part of the facilities based carriers. Avoiding 
cross-subsidization is a primary reason for modifying the USOA, and 
we will not adopt any proposal which does not meet that goal. 
Further, we stated that we would require a carrieris retatl 
operations to break even on a rational business basis. If a 
carrier's retAil operations are covering all of the costs directly 
associated with that business, then the carrier is not cross
subsidizing retail out of wholesale revenues or earnings. (36 CPUC 

2nd at 50i) 
Mccaw's avoided cost approach faiis under the goais set 

forth in 0.90-06-025 because it does not ensure that all of the 
costs directly associated with its retail operations are allOcated 
to the retail side. under McCaw's proposai, the costs of the 
facilities-based carriers' retail operation would be artificialiy 
low because it allows certain accounts that are common to bOth 
wholesale and resale to be lumped into the wholesale side. 

Mccaw's Kirkpatrick provided a good example of how the 
facilities-based carriers' avoided cost concept would be applied. 
If a facilities-based carrier had only one vehicle driven 60i of 
the time by its wholesale field engineer and driven 40i of the time 
by its retail manager, the cost of the vehicle and the cost to 
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operate the Vehicle should be allocated 100\ to wholesale 
operations because, according to Kirkpatrick, the facilities-based 
carrier would need that vehicle for wholesale operations even if it 
discontinued its retail operations. But under this method, the 
r&tail operation of a facilities-based carrier would receive the 
benefit of the use of the vehicle without having to report it as a 
cost of doing business. This methodology does not meet our stated 
intent that the retail operation cover all costs associated with 
the retail business and would encourage cross-subsidy rather than 
prevent it. 

Additionally, a carrier would not have just one vehicle, 
but would have a fleet of vehicles. We can use the same figUres as 
above with a fleet, with the wholesale side utilizing the fleet 60% 
of the time and the retail side 40\. From a rational business 
perspective, it the carrier divested itself of its retail arm, it 
would divest itself of 40\ of its fleet. Similarly, with office 
space, if a carrier divested itself of its retail arm, it couid 
lease the office space utilized by the retail operations at the ~ 
going market rate which would either include overheads such as 
building maintenance, or the lessee would be responsible for its 
own overheads such as building maintenance. Therefore, allocating 
building space, including associated overheads, based on square 
footage of usage will accurately refiect the true costs for both 
retail and wholesale operations. 

The facilities-based carriers' manual is flawed in one 
other respect. It will not ensure standardized reporting because 
the manuAl allows for individual variations in the style and format 
of reporting among the carriers. The manual contains the following 
caveatt 

It should be noted that assigrunent and 
allocation methOds described by account are 
provided only as examples for implementation of 
the Commission's avoidable cost standard. 
Carriers may employ different assignment and 
allocation methods which would Also be 
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consistent with the commission's avoidable cost 
approach. , . 

Therefore, we also reject the faoilities-based carriets' 
plan on praotical grounds, In D.90-06-025 we stated that CACD will 
be respOnsible for enforcing this monitoring requirement by 
receiving the periodic filings. The carriers' propOsal allows for 
individual variations in styia and format among the carriers' 
repOrts. However, cornmon sense dictates that standardized 
repOrting by the carriers is necessary for CACD to perform its 
funotion effioiently. Consistent filiogs not only allow quick and 
accurate comparisons to be made but also facilitate reference to 
common specific data. The facilities-based carriers' plan is 
contrary to these principles and would therefore place an 
unnecessary burden on this Commission's staff. 

Additionally, the carriers' propOsal allows the submission 
of estimates of many costs rather than the aotual historical data. 
Under their plan, the facilities-based carriers would be permitted 
to submit data from a hypothetical model to estimate what their 
costs would be if they were a wholesale-only business. Yet, CACD 
must know the actual costs that were incurred, not hypothetical 
costs, if it is to successfully monitor the carriers. Analyzing 
recorded data is an essential element of determining compliance 
with Commission directives. In this regulatory scheme, we prefer 
to review actual historical data over hypothetical models. 

CRA's proposal meets the objective for a mOdified USOA 
that we set forth in D.90-06-025 of minimizing the potentiAl of 
cross-subsidies (id at 501). It also Is an avoided cost allocation 
methodology, and thus complies with the guidelines that were set 
forth in O.90-06-025(ld). It is not, as some have suggested, a 
-fully allocated costing- approach because it recognizes that the 
costs of certain physical facilities, such as antennas and landline 
connections, are assignable in their entirety to wholesale 
operations. This is because these facilities are investments and 
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expenses that would be borne by a wholesale carrier, whether or not 
it were offering retail service. Under a fully allocated_approach, 
however, these costs would be allocated between wholesale and 
retail operations. 

CRA suggests that costs associated exclusively with retail 
operations be assigned entirely to retail business and costs 
exclusively incurred for wholesale operations be assigned in their 
entirety to wholesale. Accounts that include bOth retail and 
wholesale costs should be segregated based on their respective 
incurrence. By allocating costs as they were actually incurred on 
the wholesale and retail sides, CRA'S avoided cost reporting plan 
minimizes the potential of cross-subsidization because it forces 
retail o~rations to accurately report their actual costs. 

• 

• 

The McCaw witness' vehicle example describadearlier 
illustrates this principle well. under CRA's avoided cost 
methodology, if a facilities-based carrier had only one vehicle 
driven 60% of the time by its wholesale field engineer and driven 
40% of the time by its retail manager, the cost of the vehicle and • 
the cost to operate the vehicle would be allocated 60% to the 
wholesale side and 40\ to retail. Thus, each side is accurately 
repOrting what its actual cost of doing bUsiness was. 

Since CRA's proposal is the only plan before us that meets 
the goal set fOrth by 0.90-06-025 (id at 500-502) of an avoided 
cost methodology that minimizes the potential for cross
subsidization, we will adopt this propOsal, Appendix B to this 
order, as a modification to the USOA adopted by D.86-G1-043, 
20 CPUC 2d 401. Our adoption of these modifications does not 
preclude us from making alterations at a later date should a 
condition warrant such a change. 

Several parties have commented that there should be 

guidance for allocating between cellular and noncellular. 
Additionally, McCaw's proposed manual provided specific 
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lnstructions for those allocations between cellular and non
cellular. The cutrent USOA bas provisions fo~ allocations between 
cellular and noncellular, in that there are specific subaccounts 
for noncellular. However, guidance is not provided on how the 
cellUlar and noncellular shared revenues and expenses should be 
allocated. To help ensure that the carrier is not cross
subsidizing noncellular out of wholesale revenues or earnings, we 
will adopt guidelines for allocating between cellular and non-
cellular. Any revenues and costs that can be directly assigned to 
cellular and noncellular should be done first. Then, any cellular 
and noncellular shared revenues and expenses should be allocated in 
the same manner prescribed for allocating between cellular 
wholesale and retail. However, the allocation between cellular and 
noncellular should take place before any further allocation betw~n 
cellular wholesale and retail. 

Consistent with our stated goal that the USDA be used to 
attempt to polIce predatory pricing, the USOA should, except for 
imputed wholesale customer revenues from a facIlities-based 
carriers· retail operations for reselling wholesale service, 
reflect actual costs. The revised USOA should be applied on a
consistent basIs so that the specific assignment and allocation 
procedures distribute no more and no less than 100% of the 
facilities-based recorded revenues and expenses among the 
facilities-based carriers· noncellular, wholesale, and retail 
activities. 

With the adoption of these mOdifications to the USOA, CACO 
can begin to attempt to efficiently monitor the cellular industry 
for predatory pricing. The facilities-based carriers may then 
utilize the temporary tariff procedure established by D.90-06-025, 
36 CPUC 464 at 500-503 and 510, to reduce their retail margin upon 
submission of their first USOA report to CACO and acknowledgement 
from CACD that their retail revenues equal (break even) or exceed 
their retail expenses • 
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9.7 Rate of Return C~nent 
In 0.90-06-025, (36 c~uc 2nd at 501) we stated that the 

facilities-based carriers must at least break even on a rational 
business basis to reduce the retail-wholesale margin through 
tempOrary tariff filings. Specifically we stated that retail costs 
should include a rate of return on investment dedicated to retail 
se~vice that would not be needed for wholesale-only operations. 
CRA has correctly asserted that a rate of return compOnent is part 
of our required break-even analysis. 

To satisfy this guideline eRA propOsed that a fixed 14% 
rate of return, which CRA asserted is consistent with the maximum 
rate of return, after sharing, authorized to pacific sell in the 
incentive regulatory fr~ework proceeding, be imputed into the 
break-even formula. Actually, the maximum rate of return 
authorized in that proceeding is 14.75%.4 

~ 

The facilities-based carriers were quick to point out that 
cost of service regulation was previously found to not be 
appropriate for the cellular industry. However, LA Cellular ~ 
conceded in its brief that it is appropriate to impose a 
requirement that retail rates be high enough to recover actual 
interest payments related to assets directly used in retail 
operations. LA cellular asserted that there is no basis for 
imposing an arbitrary rate of return where assets have been paid 
for with equity dOllars. 

Rate of return, which is expressed as a percentage; 
reflects payment for the use of capital (both debt and equity) and 
is traditionally used in cost of service regulation of monOpOly 
enterprises. However, utilizing a rate of return as a measurement 

4 Thi~ absolute cap equals the benchmark rate of return (13.00\) 
plus half the sharable earnings,~tween ~he benchmark and pre
sharing rate of return cap of 16.50% (1.75%). 
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for the break-even analysis as requlred by 0.90-06-025 is not an 
implementation of cost-of-service regulation. 

We stated in D.90-06-025 (id at 501) that a carrier is not 
predatorily pricing towards the resellers, if a carrier's retail 
operations are covering all of the costs directly associated with 
that business. The cost of capital (both equity and debt) is 
merely one of the costs of doing business. 

From a rational business perspective, a firm must recover 
its operating expenses, including interest (payment for the use of 
debt capital), and taxes, as well as a payment for the use of 
equity capital. A competitive firm that is not engaged in 
predatory pricing will not only cover all of its operating costs 
but will also attempt to cover a normal return on its equity 
capitai. Otherwise the owners that provide the capital t6 the oon
predatory pricing firm will choose to invest where they can at 
least earn the prevailing market return on invested capital with 
similar risk • 

Parties were put on notice by D.90-06-025 that retail 
costs should inclUde a rate of return on investment dedicated to 
retail service that would not be needed for wholesale-oniy 
operations. During the current proceeding the parties had an 
opportunity to provide testimony on and cross examine CRA's witness 
on whether or not the maximUm rate of return authorized in the 
incentive regulatory framework proceeding is the appropriate rate 
to use for the break-even analysis. However, the only rate of 
return proposed was by eRA. CRA's witness was not cross-examined 
on whether the top rate of return, after sharing. authorized to 
Pacific sell in the incentive regulatory framework proceeding is 
appropriate, and testimOny was not provided as to why this ~ 

particular rate would be inappropriate other than to purport that 
the Commission should not adopt an arbitrary rate of return to use 
for the break-even analysis. Nor was this specific rate addressed 
in the briefs by the facilities-based carriers • 
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Therefore, we find that the rate propOsed by eRA is 
reasonable, as adjusted to refleot the true oap on the rate',6f 
return after sharing as adopted in the incentive regulatory 
framework proceeding. 

We will reqUire, therefore, that the revised USOA adopted 
by this order include the break-even analysis generally as proposed 
by CRA. The rate of return to be used in the break-even analysis 
is 14.75\. 

• 

We will also reqUire the facilities-based carriers to 
provide, on the USOA adopted basis, semiannual reports addressed in 
0.90-06-025 (id at 500-503) to CACD's Director no later than 45 
days after the last day in the semiannual reporting period. These 
should continue to be prepared and mailed until the facilities
based carriers are notified in writing by the Executive Director 
that the semiannual reports no longer need to be mailed to the CACD 
Director. The semiannual reports should coVer the periods from 
January 1 to June 30 and from July 1 to December 31, with the first 
required report to be mailed to CACD covering the periOd July 1, • 
1992 to December 31, 1992. 
10. Reseller Switch ~ 

eRA proposed in the early stages 6f this investigation 
that cellular wholesale utilities be required to offer unbundled 
access ~o certificated resellers so that resellers cOuld perform 
their own switching functions. Resellers assert~d that such a 
requirement would lead to lower rates, a gre~ter availability 6f 
innovative services, and greater competitiveness than nOw occurs or 
is likely to occur under the duopoly wholesale market structure. 

However, the record developed by CRA and reseilers in the 
prior phases of this investigation did not clearly show that CRA's 
reseller switch proposal was feasible. Therefore, a Commissioner's 
ruling issued on December 11, 1989 provided the resellers an 
opportunity to present a mOre detalied account of their reseller 
switch proposal in a subsequent phase of this investigation. The 
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ruiing also provided other interested parties an oppOrtunity to 
present their points of view and rel~vant facts in the sub~e~e~t 
phase of the investigation. Consistent with the Commissioner's 
ruling, Ordering PAragraph 23 of D.90-06-025 incorporated the 
resellers' switch issue as a Phase III issue (id at SiS). 

No reseller came forward with a generio switch proposal. 
However, CSI did provide a specifio propOsal to be implemented tor 
itself in the san Francisco and in the Los Angeles/San Diego MSAs. 
specifically, CSI proposed to install two switches, one in each of 
the identified markets. 

~he CSI switch would interconnect with facilities-based 
carriers' switches. It would als6 interconnect with the pubiic 
switched telephone network (PSTN), consisting of the LECs and the 
interexchange carriers (IBXs) via Type 2A trunk groups5 and 
tandem switches in the san Francisco and the greater Los Angeles 
area. LEes operators' service and emergency services would be 

available via a Type 1 trunk group • 
CSI's switch, with associated data bank, would absorb the 

number administration, most billing functions, vertical services; 
call recordation and verification, and routing functions currently 
being performed by the facilities-based carriers in these HSAs. In 
addition; CSI would take over responsibility for the 
interconnectiOn between the facilities-based carriers· MTSOs and 
the LECs and the IEXs pOints of presence. All interconnections 
would be at a -Tl- or a higher basis. 

CSI presented four witnesses to substantiate the need for 
a reseller switch. These witnesses testified on the engineering 
feasibility, technical feasibility, greater availability of 
innovative service offerings, and the economic justification for a 

5 Direct connections with an LEes tandem office • 
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resellet switcht The facilities-based carriers countered with 
their own witnesses who rebutted assertions of CSI's wit~esses. 

Although CSI intends to take over fUnctions from the 
facilities-based carriers, it is not clear to what extent this 
would occur. For example, connections to the PSTN vertical 
services would be eliminated entirely, according to CSI's Midgley, 
a communications consultant. However, the facilities-based 
carriers would need to replace that function with a connection to 
CSI. 

Another example is CSI's call recordation and billing 
function proposed. Midgley asserted that the facilities-based 
carriers will be able to 5ubstantialiy reduce their billing 
records. CSI will not need detailed billing records which 
currently identify the unit that placed the calls or the length of 
the calls for the particular units. CSI will only require a bill 
showing the total accumulated usage of. air time. 

The facilities-based carriers indicated that Some form of 

• 

detailed hiliing records, albeit not at the current detail level, • 
will need to be maintained if the pro~r end user is to be charged 
and credited for usage adjustments, and we concur that this will 
result in duplication of some functions. 

CSI's witness widmar testified on the innovative service 
offerings that cellular subscribers would receive upon the 
implementation of a reseller switch. Among these innovative 
services are limited calling areas, incoming call screening, 
distinctive call Signaling, priority call waiting, cellular 
extension, cellular private branch exchange, cellular centrex, 
VOice mail enhancements, dual-system access, custom directory 
service, cellular secretary, multi-line hURting, and billing format 
design. 

According to King, president of an economic consulting 
firm, CSI's switch proposal will provide competition in areas of 
cellular service where such competition is technically feasible • 
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Although technical innovations would continue to come from the 
manufacturers, service innovations would come from reseliers s~ch 
as CSI, currently restricted to -tetail activlties,~ that Is, the 
solicitation of end-user customers, the initiation of their 
service, and the administration of their accounts. 

To ensure an equal footing In the cellular switch market, 
CSI requested that the Commission unbundle wholesale rates, provide 
resellers the ability to connect with the LEes, and provide 
resellers with the ability to acquire exchange codes (NXX) from 
Pacific Bell (Pacific) on the same basis as the facilities-based 
carriers. 
10.1 Resellers' Switch Discussion 

The reseller switch issue was incorpOrated into this phase 
of the investigation at the urging of the resellers so that the 
resellers could present a detailed account of their switch 
proposal. During the comment process prior to the workshop, the 
resellers provided very little in the way of a proposal that the 
facilities-based carriers could evaluate. Therefore, the 
facilities-based preworkshop comments listed a series of questions 
which they felt needed to be answered to determine the feasibility 
of a reseller switch. At the workshop, CSI responded to the 

facilities-based carriers' questions. However, CSI still did not 
provide a sufficient amount of specificity about its switch 
proposal. The facilities-based carriers were looking for details 
such as the. specific type of switch, the method of interconnection, 
the manufacturer or size of the switch, the number of connections 
needed, the type of trunking needed, and whether individual numbers 
or blocks of numbers are needed for roamers. 

~he workshop devoted to the reseller switch proposal was 
productive to the extent that LA Cellular acknowledged that a 
reseller switch aay be technically feasible. LA Cellular invited 
CSI to present a written proposal for the connection of a specified 
model switch by specified links to specified LA Cellular locations, 
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with an identification of all relevant requirements for LA 
cellular. DRA and facilities-based carriers, however, conciuded 
that CSI left many questions unanswered including the following. 
the type of switch, the method of interconnection, the manufacturer 
or size of the switch, the number of connections needed, the type 
of trunkinq needed, and whether individual numbers or blocks of 
numbers are needed for roamers. 

~ 

During the workshops Pacific raised the issue of whether 
cellular resellers should be able to acquire interconnected NXX 
codes on the same basis as the carriers since cellular resellers 
are not Part 22 licensees. However, Ordering Paragraph 10 of 
D.90-06-025 (id at 516) clearly requires interconnection 
arrangements between cellular carriers and LEes to be offered on a 
nondiscriminatory basis. There is nothing in the decision that 
restricts interconnection arrangements to only facilities-based 
carriers. King testified that CSI is committed to abide by the 
code utilization rules that apply to all carriers. Therefore, by 
D.90-06-025, resellers already have the right to interconnection ~ 
arrangements and NXX codes on the same basis as facilities-based 
carriers. 

The reseller industry did not make a proposal for a 
generic reseller switch. The only proposal came from CSI and was 
specifically for CSI. ~his may be because most resellers do not 
have access to sufficient funds to purchAse a switch. The 
projected cost ranges from $1.3 million to $3.0 million, depending 
on whether reliance is placed on CSI's estimate or U.S. Nest's 
estimate. If this is the case, there may be a very limited 
reseller switch market, but the number of switches resellers might 
install is not at issue here. 

Nonetheless, we have CSI's switch proposal concept before 
us for consideration. CSI's proposal relies upon capabilities of 
switches and switch software that have not yet been "developed, 
tested, or made available on the open market. However, from the 
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evidence present~d in this investigation, it is very apparent that 
technical innovation is accelerating to the extent that a.resel1er 
switch proposal may be technically viable in the very near futu~e. 
Therefore, consistent with our goal of increasing the competitive 
forces for cellular service, we will authorize resellers to provide 
cellular switch facilities and will establish a procedure for 
resellers to follow. 

Those resellers that want to provide switching services 
currently being provided by facilities-based carriers should file a 
petition to modify their current certificate of public convenience 
and necessity (CPCN) to operate as a switch reseller. One purpOse 
in modifying the CPCNs is to eliminate Any language in the current 
CPCNs that prohibits resellers from operAting facilities. A second 
purpose is to ensure compliance with the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA). As part of its petition to modify, a reseller 
must comply with Rule 17.1 and include a proponent's Environmental 
Assessment (PEA) as part of its filing for review by Commission 
staff. Resellers are reminded that cellular facilities they wish 
to install subsequent to that covered in the CPCN modification 
proceeding are subject to General Order 159. 

Resellers will not be required to prove the technical 
feasibility of their proposed switches, just as the facilities
based carriers are not required to do so when they install a 
switch. We will rely on market forces and technological advances 
to influence when resellers decide they are ready to move into the 
market as switch reselleis. parties obviously disagree as to 
whether a reseller switch is technically feasible at the present 
time. While issues of switch incompatibility and protocol 
converters may exist, we believe that resellers will not invest 
between $1.3 million to $3.0 million to develop and install a 
reseller switch that cannot communicate with ~he switches already 
installed by the facilities-based carriers. The sizable up-front 
investment required precludes resellers from investing in a switch 
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until resellers them~elves are confident that the reseller switch 
concept can be successfully implemented. 
II. onbundled I!"ariffs 

concerns, 
address. 

Having resolved CSI's interconnection arrangement and NXX 
we are left with CSI's unbundled tariff requirement to 
King developed unbundled wholesale rates for the carriers 

to charqe CSI based on what King beiieved to be the carriers' own 
costs and what would result in an economically efficient transfer 
of monopoly profits from the carriers to the general public, 

~he economic justification for the reseller switch is 
measurable, according to King, by calculating the incremental cost 
on a forward-looking basis. King described incremental cost as' 
derived by considering a given growth path for a service over time 
(ten to 15 years) to perturb the expected growth path by 1% or 
more, and the increase in present discounted cost over a 
sufficiently long-time horizon so that all capital and A&G costs 
become \·ariable, 

However, Ring's unbundled rates were flawed because he 
relied on nrough estimates· and on technical matters provided by 
CSI's engineers Midgley, Widmar, and Raney to develop the unbundled 
rates. Among the deficiencies in King's ecOnomic cost analysis 
were it failure to reflect the additional hardware and software 
costs to be incurred by the facilities-based carriers to implement 
CSI's switch proposal, the cost to implement the IS-41 and/or black 
boxes upOn the completion of field tests, and a realistic idea of 
the functions that the facilities~based carriers would not need to 
duplicate such as the extent of call and bill details. 

Irrespective of CSI's flawed calculations, both CSI and 
PacTel Cellular's economic witnesses agree that the basis for 
establishing unbundled wholesale rates should be long-run 
incremental costs. HOwever, a dispute lies in King's extension of 
the incremental cost definition to include aVerage cost in those 
cituations where there are no identifiable economies-of-scale such 
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as in the switching function, and CSI's assertiOn that resellers 
nOt be charged any access fees. 

We concur with DRA that the wholesale services being sold 
on a bundled basis by the facilities-based carriers can be 
unbundled. Absent unbundled rates, it is difficult, if not 
impossible, for resellers to assess the viabIlity of a reseller 
switch. Further, "any failure to unbundle wholesale rates runs 
counter to our phase I goal of increasing the competitive forces 
for cellular service and encouraging the most rapid expansion of 
cellular service and new technology that is reasonably pOssible. 

The facilities-based carriers should be required to 
unbundle and tariff their wholesale rates into specific 
subcompOnents. The cost methOdology recommended in the ALJ 3il 
decision was incremental cost. However the use of incremental cost 
methOdology was conditioned on all parties agreeing on a concise 
definition in their 311 comments. Absent any consensus on a 
definition, parties were ordered to file unbundled tariffs based on 
direct cost methodology. 

The comments and reply comments indicate that although 
there is general agreement that incremental cost methodology may be 

the mOst appropriate methodology, there is certainly nO consensus 
On a standard definition nor even agreement on what constitutes an 
incremental cOst methodology. Hausman (PacTel) for example states 
that King's (CSI) proposed methodolOgy is not an incremental cOst 
methodology, but a fully allocated cost methodology (1211*2 and 
Exhibit W-l1 pg. 8), yet King's definition was taken word for word 
from Hausman's testimony in I. 88-11-033, Implementation Rate 
Design (IRD) for LECs. part of the problem, as pointed out by 

PacTel Cellular and GTE Hobilnet in their 311 filings, concerns 
their unresolved dispute with King's extension of the incremental 
cost definition to include average cost in those situations where 
there are no identifiable economies of scale such as in the 
switchIng function, and the assertion that resellers nOt be charged 
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any access fee. A review of the definitions subraitted $h6w8 no 
real agreement on a standard definition" as shown in the following 
examples. , 

Hausmant For incremental cost, a growth rate 
over the next 5 to 10 years would be chosen for 
cellular in a given market, and the present 
discounted cost of meeting this growth would be 
estimated. A comparison calculation would then 
be made with a different and lower growth rate 
(whlch could be negAtive) for the carriers' 
wholesale customers with ~he remaining 
customers buying.service from the CSI switch. 
The comparison of this present discounted cost 
compared with the first estimated cost divided 
by the number of customers who buy service from 
the CSI switch would give an estimate o~ long 
run incremental costs. (Exh. W-ll pg. 5) 

Kingl The best way to estimate long-run 
incremental cost is to consider a given growth 
path for a service over time, to perturb the 
expected growth path by 1% or more; and to 
calculate the .ncrease. io.present discounted 
cost over a sufficiently long-time horizon so 
that all capital costs become variable. A 
period of 10 to 15 years will usually suffice 
for the calculation. (Tr. 935.) 

LA Cellulart Long_run incremental costs (LRIC) 
are the additiona~ costs the ~ompany will incur 
on a long-run basis because of a new business 
decision, such as introducing a new service 
offering or changing an eXisting tariffed rate. 
If the new business decision has no impact on 
the coropany 6 s existing cost structure, there 
will be no LRIC incur~ed by the comp~ny. In 
short LRIC can be defined as the difference 
between total costs with and without 
implementation of the new business decision. 
(311 comments.) 

In addition to the lack of an agreement on a standard 
definition and methodology for incremental cost, we have other 
concerns with the incremental cost methodology and definitions 
being proposed by the various parties in this proceeding. One is 
the inconsistency of some of those definitions with the standard 
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economic definition or those from other proceedings, LA cellular 
propOses using the ad6pted definition in De~isi6n 90-11-029 (AT&T'S 
Readyline, Fio Wats and MeqAcom services). However, we did not 
adopt a definition for incremental cost in AT&T's proceeding. The 
definition LA cellular wants us to adopt in the current proceeding 
is that propOsed by ORA in AT&T's proceeding. We only stated in 
Finding 1~ of 0.90-11-029 that -all parties in this proceeding, 
with the exception of u.s. Sprint, agree that some adaptation of 
LRIC is a proper cost standard for determination of minimum rate 
levels for services in a competitive market.- Setting minimum rate 
levels (i.e. floors) for unbundled rate elements such as airtime 
using LRIC may not be fair to the facilities-based carriers in the 
short run. That is because we stated in D. 90-06-025 that we 
believe the costs of providing cellular service should drop 
substantially in the future with the conversion of the analog 
portions of the network to digital, increasing capacity by three to 
four times. We will consider incremental definitions, 
methodologies and guidelines in our IRD proceeding and are not 
anxious to adopt a definition and methodology in this proceeding 
that may be unique to the cellular industry. There is not 
sufficient record or justification for such a determination. 

Another concern with using the incremental cost 
methOdology definitions proposed by the various parties is the 
difficulty of obtaining reiiable cost estimates based on uncertain, 
long-term forecasts. An example is Hausman's definition of 
incremental cost which not only requires an estimate 6£ cellular 
growth of customers and usage for each cellular carrier in the 
cellular market over the next 5 to 10 years, but also th~ growth 
rate of the customers and usage of those resellers who choose to be 

connected to CSI's switch. The cellular market's growth ratea, 
which have bean irregular and highly dynamic in the past, would 
have to include possible effects of new technologies like digital, . 
new services, emergence of possible new competing technologies like 
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personal communications networks, and the emergence of possible • 
other private competitors like Fleet Call. Even Hausman, on page 5 :. 
of his Exhibit W-l1, indicates the high uncertainty of forecasting 
future growth and costs. He also notes (Exhibit 0 pg. 4) the need 
to average appropriately among the additional increment of new 
demand which it will serve, the required lumpy investments to 
obtain the incremental costs. It is our opinion that use of 10n9-
term estimates would be difficult, unreliable and result in a high 
level of controversy. 

For the above reasons, the use of incremental cost 
methodology for unbundling would in our opinion create a great deal 
of controversy and result in lengthy delays. The delays would 
certainly be counter to our afore-mentioned Phase I goal of 
increasing the competitive forces for cellular services and 
encouraging the most rapid expansion of cellular service and new 
technology that is reasonably possible. Therefore, we will adopt 
the use of direct embedded cost methodology for the unbundling 
applications. Direct embedded cost methodology has been the • 
costing methOdology used in telecommunications utilities for many 
years. It is well understood, less controversial, and will provide 
reasonable and fair rates for unbundling the bottleneck wholesale 
rates. We will adopt the following definition from Decision 
91-01-018 for direct embedded costSI 

Direct embedded costs include all costs of the 
co~pany including maintenance expense, capital 
related expenses including return and income tax 
and depreciation, Administrative costs, other 
operational expenses such ~s rlg~t to use fees, 
and wage-related expenses includinq relief, 
pension, and Social Security taxes, except some 
common corporate overheads. 

The adoption of direct embedded costs methodology in this 
particular instance does not foreclose our option to consider 
incremental cost for unbundling the cellular wholesale access rates 
in the future. Nor does it indicate a change in our policy and 
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direction. We believe that incremental costing methodology is 
normally the most appropriate costing methodology fo~ competitive. 
services, but do not believe it 1s appropriate for unbundling 
wholesale tariffs at this time for the reasons discussed above. We 
have learned in past and ongoing proceedings how long, difficult 
and controversial proceedings involving incremental cost 
methodologies can be for telecommunications services. As mentioned 
previously, we will be reviewing incremental cost methOdologies in 
the IRD proceeding which could provide a standard definition with 
guidelines that could be applicable to the cellular industry. We 
will agree, however, to review an incrementai cost methodology, in 
addition to the direct embedded methodology, at hearings on the 
applications for unbundling the wholesale tariff. This is 
conditioned on submission at the time of the application filing o£ 
an agreement signed by all parties, on an incremental cost 
definition and detaiied methodology. 

For unbundling, the ALJ 311 decision required distinctive 
subcomponents for air time, billing, interconnections, 
transmission, and other identifiable service components. Several 
6f the comments in the 311 filings on these components indicAte a 
need for clarification. FOr example, McCaw Cellular incorrectly 
interprets transmission to apply only to faciiities which currently 
exist between the cellular switch and the switches Of the LEe and 
lEe, and states the cost study methodology should only be used to 
determine the cost of unbundled features obviated by the reselier 
switch. 

Our reason for requiring the unbUndling 6f wholesale rates 
is to promote increased efficiency and innovative use of the 
cellular network by opening up the network to additional 
competition. The best method to achieve that goal is to allow 
competitors to interconnect, on a cost supported basis, to those 
facilities that only the facilities-based carriers are allowed to 
provide under FCC rules because of the scarcity of radio frequency 
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spectrum 6 We therefore unbundle into wholesale rate elements only 
those functions that cann6t be provided by competitors, that is the 
portion of the network between the mobile unit and the switch, and 
certain swit~hin9 functions, It is that pOrtion of the network 
that should be cost based, not the portion of the network that will 
be opened up to competition. We see no need to unbundle wholesale 
rates into rate elements for services that competitors can provide 
because we want that portion of the network to be market priced 
(i.e., the existing wholesale and retail rates). 

• 

It is certainly not our intent ,to qet involved in rate 
based regulation of existing wholesale and retail customer rates. 
We are only setting up cost-based rate elements on bOttleneck 
facilities for competitors following the FCC concept on open 
network architecture (ONA), which we believe is appropriate lor 
telecommunications networks. King agrees (Tr. 964) that using the 
ONA principles on cellular would stLmulate maximum innovation and 
reduce costs to consumers. For example, PAcific Bell is no longer 
a rate based LEe, yet we ordered them to provide cost-based rate 4It 
elements to competitors for portions of their network that can't be 
provided by competition. A recent example is the LEe-provided 
interconnection rate elements necessary for RTUs to connect their 
network to the LEe networks in D.91-01-016. 

We agree with ORA that the unbundled rates should inclUde 
a reasonable return to the facilities-based carriers no matter 
which cost methodology is used. Therefore, in their unbundling 
applications the facilities-based carriers should use a 14.75% 
return, which is discussed in Section 9.6 of this decision; This 
set return will ensure consistency and comparability between the 
filings of different utilities. parties who believe a different 
return should be allowed should justify their proposed returns in 
their applications on unbundling or in protests to the 
applications. 
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In order to reduce the misunderstandings and assur~ mote 
consistenoy and uniformity among the application filings, which 
should reduce the application processing time, we will make the 
following guidelines applicable. 

1. Norkpapers supporting the cost studies 
shoUld be made available to interested 
parties under a nondisclosure agreement at 
the time of the application filing, and 
will be protected under the rules of 
General Order ~6-C. workpapers should be 
clear, detailed and well 'organized, with 
assumptions, cross-referencing, and 
information resources shown. 

2. The cost studies should be based on the 
study year 1993, reflec~ing the actual 
operations (e.g., cost levels, volumes, 
investment level, etc., for 1993). They 
should include any direct e~dded costs 
that in any way can be identified and 
attributed by reasonable persons to the . 
provision of the service elements described 
in 3 below • 

3. Applications will contain the p~oposed 
recurring and nonrec~rring tariffed rate 
elements for the {ollowing subcompqnents,. 
which can be subdivided into more detailed 
rate elements if applicants desirel 

a. Airtime--shall only include on a cost 
per minute basis all the direct . 
embedded costs of providing the 
communication channel between the 
subscriber's mobile telephone and 
interface at the facilities based 
switch, including terminal equipment 
necessary for transmitting, receiving, 
etc. the channel. . 

h. Interconnection-",:,shall only include a 
rate e~ement(s) for the dir~ct enilledded 
cost of providing the interface . 
connection to the reseller supplied 
trunks at the facilities-based 
carrier's switch • 
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c. Switching--shall only include a rate 
ele~ent(s) _to inqlude the direct 
embedded costs of providing those 
functions at th~ facilities based 
carrier's switch to recognize the 
reseller number and route the call to 
the reseller's trunk, and set up a call 
coming from a reseller switch to the 
facilities based carrier's switch. It 
should include the costs of any 
protocol or switch modifications. 

d. Billinq--shall o~ly include the direct 
embedded costs of provlding summary 
billing to resellers for the above rate 
elements. 

4. It will be assumed that the reseller will 
purchase its own NXX cOdes and handle its 
own number administration and customer 
services so these related access costs 
should not be included. 

consistent with our Phase I goal of encouraging the most 

• 

rapid expansion of cellular service and new teChnology possible • 
through competition, facilities-based carriers operating in HSAs 
with resellers should file applications unbundling their wholesale 
rates within 120 days after the effective date of this order. In 
recognition 6f the diversity of cellular service between MSAs and 
RSAs, the RsAs (and KSAs without existing resellers) should tile an 
application unbundling their wholesale rates within 120 days after 
the filing date of an application from a reseller propOsing to 
provide switched cellular service within the RSA's service area. 

We remind the parties that § 2113 of the Public utilities 
Code provides that any violation of any part of any of our orders 
constitutes contempt of the commission. Any such violation may be 
punishable by a fine of up to $2,000 per day under §§ ~107 and 
2108, in addition to contempt penalties. 

The facilities-based carriers, in their 311 comments, 
protested the inclusion of the condition delaying the elimination 
of the margin requirement until the unbundled rates are in place. 
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They olaim that this condition is unr~lated to bundling and is 
inconsistent with the phase II deoi~ion. We disagree, Encouraging 
competition is a key pOlicy in the phase II decision. This 
condition, which we adopt, will provide a strong incentive to the 
facilities-based carriers to implement the unbundled rates quickly 
which should increase competition in this industry. ~he condition 
will also maintain some stability in the marketplace until the 
resellers have the opportunity to compete. The consequences in the 
Phase II decision for operatinq the facilities-based retail arm 
below cost are not sufficient to eliminate market abuse. It would 
take over a year before the COmmission could start a proceeding to 
evaluate whether this anti-competitive practice was taking place, 
and would be of little value to the reseller who was put out of 
business as a result. Our insistence on introducing added 
competition quickly 1s importAnt in that it will allow us to 
consider further streamlining of our regulatory rules, reducing the 
regulatory oversight and rUles and requirements for ceilular 
service providers. 
12. Faci1ities-Based Carriers' 

Aff11iate Operations 

By D.84-06-027 of Appiication 84-03-68, pacTel Mobile 
Access was denied authority to resell celluiar service in the same 
territory in which LOs Angeles SMSA Limited partnership was 
authorized to provide resale services. LOs Anqeles 5KSA Limited· 
partnership's generai partner, Los.Afiqeles CGSA was a wholly owned 
subsidiary of PacTel Mobiie Access. This policy of precluding a 
facilities-based carrier's affiiiate trom competing with the 
facilities-based carrier, with the exception of one instance, has 
remained in effect since the issuance of D.84-06-027 to discourage 
antico~petitive and cross~subsidization practices. 

The exception pertains to PacTel Mobile Services (PTMS), 
an entity which is owned lOOt by pacTal corporation, the parent of 
PacTel Cellular. PacTel Cellular in turn, owns approximately 62% 
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of the equity and 65\ voting interest 6f Bay Area cellular 
Telephone Company (BACTC), the'~l6ck A carrier in the san Franoisco 
and San Jose market, and which has been allowed to compete in that 
market pursuant to D.86-05-010. 

PacT~1 Celluiar filed A.S7-02-017 to obtain Commission 
approval for its acquisition of an additional interest in BACTC. 
At the time of the application, pacTel Cellular and its affiliate 
owned a 47.0 percent interest in BACTC. By the application, pacTal 
Cellular sought to acquire an additional 14.1 percent interest from 
Celluiar Mobile Systems of the Bay Area, Inc. We previously qave 
notice in 0.86-05-010 when we allowed PTMS and EACTC to compete in 
the Bay Area of our intent to revisit the issue if pacTal Cellular 
obtained more than a 47.0 percent interest in BACTC. The assigned 
ALJ in A.S7-02-017 raised the issue during the course of that 
proceeding and was informed that PTMS wouid seek the transfer of 
its Bay Area customers to BACTC or to another entity not affiliated 
with PacTel cellular, subject only to BACTe's approval and approval 
by this Commission. 

In D.87-09-028, pacTal cellular was granted authority to 
purchase the additional 14.1 percent interest in BAcTC and pacTal 
Cellular was ordered to make a compliance filing within 120 days 
regarding the propOsed transfer of PTMS' customers to BACTc. 
Howevert PacTel Callular1s minority partner in BACTC, california 
Celcom communications corp., refused to approve the transfer of 
PTMS· customers to BACTC. The transfer never took place and PTHS 
continues to compete with BACTC in the Bay Area. 

To resolve the issue of raseller affiliates competing in 
the same areat A.97-02-017 was consolidated with this 
investigation. 

As part of our currant investigation we wanted to assess 
whether facilities-bas~d carriers' affiliates should continue to be 
prohibited from reselling in markets where the carrier provides 
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retail service and to determine if PTMS, which continues to have 
customers in" the Bay Area, is in violation of that pOlicy. 

Although the issue of reseller affiliates was addressed 
in the first phase of this investigation, a question remained as to 
whether the FCC has preempted us in this matter. 
12.1 Workshop Results 

At the workshop, parties concurred that FCC policy does 
not currently preempt us from either continuing our current resell 
pOlicy or from relaxing the prohibition. "All parties, inclUding 
eRA, recommended a relaxation of the current resale policy, with 
appropriate cross-subsidization controls 1n place. 

CRA in its comments to the workshop report filed on 
Hay 31, 1~91 indicated that the pOlicy behind the prohibition on 
facilities-based carrier affiliate resale is to discourage anti
competitive and cross-subsidization practices. 

CRA concurred with the other workshop participants that 
facilities-based carrier retail affiliate operations could exist 
ift 

a, They are subject to the same rigorous 
accounting allocations and obligations on 
an NSA-by-MSA basis; 

h. They are treAted in precisely the same 
manner as independent resellers without 
access to switch and other carrier 
whOlesale information unless 
that information is also provided to 
independent resellers; and 

c. The faciiities-based carrier chooses to 
have either a retail division or 
struct~rally separate affi~iate 
to avoid carrier packing of an MSA by 
adding multiple retail affiliates with 
differing rate structures. 

However, parties' comments indicate that item (h.) abOve 
was seen as difficult or impossible to implement. LA Cellular in 
its Workshop comments stated that the proposal was impractical. LA 
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Cellular indicated that one Of the economies that could be enjoyed 
if a reseller affiliate operated in the same market Is that 
existing staff could manage both operations. LA Cellular goes on 
to state. 

There is no practical way that the Commission 
can monitor information transfers between " 
facilities-based carriers and resale affiliates 
when the same people perform functions for 
both. 

McCaw indicated that there is no basis to attempt to 
control information flow between affiliated companies in the 
cellular business, and indicated that despite ~ny safeguards put in 
place, information would undeniably be available to the affiiiate 
in any event. The comments concluded that any such restriction 
would be ·unenforceable~ and would not serve any legitimate 
commission policy. 
12.2 prebeariOq conference 

~ 

At the July 19, 1991 PHe parties concurred that" 
evidentiary hearings were not needed to address the resale issue. ~ 
Accordingly, the matter was set for briefing at the end of the 
Phase III hearings. 
12.3 Facilities-Based carrier 

Affiliate Operations Discussion 

In the early days 6f the celluiar industry, we recognized 
the potential for anti-competitive behavior and cross-subsidization 
between affiliated companies, and thus established this 
prOhibition. While the industry has matured over the past several 
years, we do not want to change the current policy unless we are 
certain that it will not be detrimental to competition in this 
industry. 

While the Workshop parties appeared to reach consensUs on 
some issues, that consensus contained enough basic differences to 
be meaningless. One major area of difference which emerged during 
the workshops and which continued throughout the remainder of the 
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proceeding related to CRA's insistence of the need to implement 
proprietary information safeguards for information flowing fro~·the 
carrier to its reseller affiliate. Carriers insisted that no 
amount 6f safeguards would prevent the flow of information between 
entities under the same corporate umbrella. 

In reviewing the issues in this situation, we are 
unwilling to make changes to our current pOlicy when the potential 
for anti-competitive behavior exists. Parti~s' positions 
solidified early on, and have not changed much during the course of 
the proceeding. Also, with the Workshop and various opportunities 
for briefings, parties have been given an adequate oppOrtunity to 
make their positions clear on this issue, even in the absence of 
evidentiary hearings. Therefore, we will continue the current 
prohibition on an affiliate reseller providing service in the same 
market where the facilities-based carrier provides retail service. 

This brings us to the issue of what to do about PTMS' 
customers in the Bay Area, where it is operating in competition -
with BACTC, in which PacTel Cellular has been the majority partner 
since 1987. We made our intent clear in 0.87-09-028 that PTHS' Bay 
Area customers should be sold to BACTC or some other cellular 
entity. However, that customer transfer never occurred, and PTMS 
continues to provide service to customers in competition with 
BACTC. By this order we are reaffirming our Understanding stated 
1n D.87-09-028 that PTKS sell its say Area customer base. PTMS by 
this order is given 120 days to transfer its Bay Area customers 
either to BACTC or another ceilular company. Noncompliance with . 
this order will result in fines under PU Cod~ 2107 for every day 
that PTKS is not in compliance. 

Any customer base transfer, whether in part or in whole, 
must have Commission approval prior. to the transfer occurring. 
Approval for the transfer shall be obtained via the advice letter 
or application prOcess, depending on the circumstances involved. 
An application would be required if the transfer results in a 
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tariff rate increase, more restrictive tariff terms and conditions, 
a change in conditions Of service, or withdrawing servl¢e 
completely. 

This order prohibits affiliate resale in the same market. 
However, we still see the need to monitor affiliate transactions In 
this industry. On August 11, 1992 we issued a rulemaking in the 
subject of affiliate transactions which applies to electric, gas 
and telecommunications utilities, and in R.92-0S-00a implemented 
interim reporting requlrements to be followed. This rulemaking was 
initiated after the close of this proceeding, but since its 
provisions are applicable to cellular companies, we hereby take 
official notice of that document, and put cellular companies on 
notice of the need to comply with the interim reporting 
requirements delineated in Appendix A to that order. 

We are aware of one other instance of a reseller 
affiliate operatIng in the same area as its facilities-based 
carrier affIliate. GTE Mobilnet of California, Inc. (GTEH-CA) is 
licensed by this Commission as a reseller of cellular telephone 
service. GTEM-CA is an affiliate of GTE Mobilnet Ltd. which 
currently provides wholesale and retail cellular service in the 
greater san Francisco-san Jose areas. 

In 0.92-05-021, we granted GTEM-CA authorIty to provide 
GTEK-CA to offer ceilular service, limited to cxedit card 
telephones installed in rentai cars, public transportation vehicles 
such as limOusines and vans, offshore drilling platforms, and other 
such similar locations in the same northern california markets in 
which its affiliated entity, GTE Hobilnet Ltd. currently provides 
wholesale and retail cellular service. This authority was 
conditioned on disposition of the affil.iate competition issue in 
this phaee of 1.88-11-040. 

The credit card telephone operations offered by GTEM-CA 
will make no use of any recording, rating, or other billing related 
functions provided by GTE Mobilnet Ltd. or its mObile telephone 
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switching office, nor is there any other commonality of functions 
between the GTEM-CA credit card operation a~d GTE Mobilnet Ltd.'s 
operation. The authority granted was very narrow in scope and 
eQuId not be perceived to be contrary to the pubiic interest or 
present realistic opportUnities for cross-subsidization or any 
other anti-competitive practices. Therefore; it is appropriate not 
to change the authority granted to GTEM-CA in D.92-05-021, provided 
that GTEH-CA and GTE Mobilnet Ltd. continue to comply with that 
order, and GTE Mobilnet Ltd. continues to be considered a dominant 
carrier for purpOses of affiliate transaction requirements adopted 
in R.92-0S-008. 
13. 311 C~nts 

The ALJ's proposed decision on this matter was filed with 
the DOcket office and mailed to all parties of record on June 12; 
1992, pursuant to Rule 77 of the Commission's Rules 6f practice and 
Procedure. 

Comments from CRA, CSI, DRA, Fresno HSA Limited 
partnership and Contel cellular of California, Inc., GTE M6bilnet 
of California Limited Partnership and GTB Hobilnet of Santa Barbara 
Limited partnership (GTEM), LA Cellular, NcCaw, Nationwide Cellular 
Service, Inc., PacTel Cellularl and us West were timely filed with 
the DOcket Office on July 21 1992. 

However, McCaw tiled a motion to strike a portion of 
CRA's comments because CRA's filing exceeded the 25-page limit 
provided for in Rule 77.3 by 28 pages, and because the 28 pages 
proposed specific changes to the cost allocation manual which 
purportedly reflected CRAiS position for the first time in this 
proceeding. McCaw requested that CRA's Modified Appendix C be 

stricken from the record and that no weight be accorded such 
comments. 

CRA replied that it submitted its Appendix C in response 
to Rule 77.4 which requires that comments proposing specific 
changes to the proposed decision shall include supporting findings 
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of fact and conolusions of law. However, Appendix C was not 
identified or purported to'pe findings of fact or conclusions of 
law. Such findings and conclusions were set forth in CRA's 
Appendix A. 

eRA was on the other side of this 2S-page limit issue in 
the second phase of this investigation. In that phase, CRA filed a 
motion to strike the appendices attached to LA Cellular's 311 
comments, 36 cpuc 2d 464 at 508. 

~ 

Although we accepted LA Cellular's 311 comments, we 
granted CRA's mOtion and rejected the appendices attached to LA 
Cellular's comments. In rejecting the appendices we stated that 
although there are no page limits on appendices, Rule 71.3 does not 
provide for additional comments to be incorporated into appendices. 
~o do so would negate the intent of restricting comments. 
Appendices are restricted for findings of fact and conclusions of 
law, id at 509. we also warned all parties that any continuance of 
this procedure may result in rejection of comments. 

Rule 77.3 limits the filing of comments in major generic ~ 
proceedings, such as in this proceeding, to 25 pages plus a subject 
index listing the recommended changes to the proposed decision, a 
table of authorities, and an appendix setting forth findings of 
fact and conclusions of law. However, in this instance, CRA went 
beyond the statutory filing requirement. Not oniy did CRA include 
28 pages of additional comments as Appendix C, it crafted a two-
page summary of its comments, apparently not detected by McCaw or 
other parties, within CRAts subject index as pages iii and iv; 
raising CRA's total comment page count from 53 pages (25 pages of 
identified comments and 28 pages of Appendix C) to a total of 55 
pages, exceeding the allowable comment page count by 30 pages. 

Had CRA worked within the legal process and filed a 
timely motion to extend the comment page limit citing circumstances 
for the need of an extended page limit, we would have considered 
such a motion, and upon the demonstration of good cause granted 
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some relief to the page limit; such as we did in the Southern 
callf9tn1a Edison and san D1ego Gas and Electric Company ~erger 
proceeding, D.91-05-0~a. 

CRA's conunents goe's well beyond the proper legal standard 
for the filing of 311 comments and does not comport with Rule 
77.3's comment and page allowance. CRA is not new to Commission 
proceedings and should be well versed on our rules. eRA should be 
admonished for such an inappropriate filing. Absent a timely 
request and authority for extended comments, we should reject CRA's 
comments and afford such comments no weight. 

However, because we accepted LA C~llular's comments in 
the prior phase of this proceeding, equal treatment should be 
afforded CRA to the extent possible. Therefore, CRA's Appendix C 
should be rejected. This leaves CRA's two-page summary buried in 
its index and 25 pages of comments that need to be sized down to 
the aliowable 25-page count. Rather than rejecting CRA's remaining 
27'pa.ges of comments for faIlure to follow the rule we will, for 
this proceeding only, allow the first 25 pages of CRA's comments. 
This means that CRA's two-page summary and 23 subsequent pages of 
comments should be accepted. CRA's last two pages of identified 
comments, pages 24 and 25, should be rejected because they exceed 
the allowable page count. 

Ott the same motion that McCaw objected to CRA's extended 
page limit, McCaw objected to CSI's comments regarding events that 
have developed subsequent to the closing of the recOrd and two 
partial newspaper/magazine articles attached to CSI's comments as 
Appendices Band C dated June 1992 and May 1992, respectively. In 
support of its objection, McCaw cited Rule 77.3 which states that 
new factual information, untested by ceoss-examination, shall not 
be included in comments and shall not be relied on as the basis for 
assertions made in post-publication comments. 

McCaw requested that CSI's Appendices Band C, together 
with related pOrtions of its comments be stricken. To do otherwise 
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would, accordirtq to McCaw make the hearing process meaningless; 
because a party could merely iqnore the record and submit allegedly 
accurate and relevant materials after the fact. 

Comments, such as CSt's Appendices Band C with related 
portions of its comments, which provided new factual information, 
untested by cross-examination were not considered by this 
Commission pursuant to Rule 77.3. 

Comments were also filed by BACTC on July 3, 1992. 
However, BACTC's comments'are rejected because they were not flled 
within 20 days of the date the ALJ's proposed decision was mailed; 
pursuant to Rule 77.2, and because BACTC did not request or receive 
an extension of time to file its comments. 

Reply comments from CRA, CSI, DRA, GTE Hobilnet of 
california Limited partnership, and GTEM, LA Cellular, McCaw, 
National Cellular Services, Inc., and pacTel cellular were timely 
filed with the Docket Office. 

We have carefully reviewed the comments and reply 

~ 

comments filed by the parties to this proceeding that focused on ~ 
factuai, iegal or technical errors in the proposed decision and in 
citing such errors made specific references to the record, pursuant 
to Rule 77.3. To the extent that these comments and repiy comments 
required discussion, or changes to the proposed decisionl the 
discussion or changes have been inCOrpOrated into the body of this 
order. Comments and reply comments which merely reargued pOsitions 
taken in briefs were not conSidered. 
Findings of Fact 

1. A majority of RSAs permit holders had received their 
operating authority prior to the second PHC. 

2. The establishment of a streamlined certification process 
for RSAs facilities-based carriers is moot. 

3. It is proper public policy to forebear from any rate of 
return or prOfit-based regUlation of ceilular wholesalers that are 
pricing their services competitively. 
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4. We will not adopt repOrting requirements for the 
assessment and ffiOnitorlng of cellular capacity utilization and 
capacity expansIon at this time. 

5. The Commission is not required to take official notice of 
documents. 

6. Rule 74 explicitly provldes that official notice may be 
taken of such matters as may be judicially noticed by the courts of 
the stata of California. 

7. We affirm the ALj's Karch 6, 1992 ruling denying CRA's 
request that official notice be taken of a Commission'S Legal 
Division memO dated December 16, 1991 and that official notice be 
taken of GTE Hobilnet of california Limited par~nership's annual 
reports for 1989 and 1990. 

8. The purpOse of the modified USOA will be to attempt to 
police predatory pricing. 

9. The USOA is the appropriate tool to determine the 
facilities-based carriers' cost to provide wholesaie and retail 
services. 

10. The existing USOA is not in a fOrm conducive to 
segregating retail, wholesale and noncellular activities in order 
to make a retail break-even analysis. 

11. Costs incurred by a carrier due to its Offering of 
wholesale service should be prOperly Allocated or assigned in their 
entirety to the whoiesale side if those costs could not be avoided 
1f the carrier discontinued retail service. 

12. If a carrier's retail operations are covering ail of the 
costs directly associated with that business, then the carrier is 
not cross-subsidizing retail out of wholesale revenues or earnings. 

13. Costs exclusively incurred for retail operations of a 
carrier should be alloCated directly as a retail cost, costs 
exclusively incurred for wholesale operations should be allocated 
directly as a wholesale cost, and costs that are shared between 
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retail and wholesale service should allocated according to their 
relative incurrence. 

14. Facilities-based carriers will lose their ability to 
reduce the retail margin of their wholesale operations through a 
teRporary tariff fIling if their retail revenues do not equal 
(break even) or exceed their retail expenses. 

15. part 64 is based on a fully allocated or fully 
distributed cost methodology where all costs are allocated to 
service based on the relative amount of usage. 

16. Using the part 64 methodolOgy, costs associated with the 
physical handling of cellular radiotelephone calls would be 
alloCated between wholesale and retail operations. 

17. Cellular Dynamics l avoided costs definition relies on the 
premise that retail activities never existed. 

• 

18. There has been no change to the reqUirement that 
facilities-based wholesale costs allocation be based on the 
assumption that retail activities have been discontinued. 

19. 0.90-10-047 denied Advantage Group's application for • 
rehearing of the avOided cost method. 

20. The facilities based carriers' USOA cost allocation" 
manuAl is based on the facilities-based carriers' definition of 

avoided cost. 
21. The facilities-based carriers' USOA cost allocation 

manual allows classification of costs whIch are shared between 
wholesale and retail to be allocated in their entirety to the 
wholesale side, 

22. The facilities-based carriers' USOA cost allocation 
manual does not meet the requirement that retail operations cover 
ail of the costs directly associated with retail business. 

23. The facilities-based carriers USOA cost allocation manual 
does not prevent cross-subsidization. 

24. eRA's proposed modifications to the USOA are based on an 

avoided cost standard. 
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25. CRA's costing approach provides for costs exclusively 
incurred for retail operations to be as~19ned directly in their. 
entirety as a retail cost, and costs exclusively incurred for 
wholesale operations to be assigned in their entirety as a 
wholesale cost, including costs that are associated with the 
physical handling of cellular radiotelephone calls. Costs that are 
shared between retail and wholesale service ate apportioned 
according to their relative use. 

26. CRA's modifications to the USOA is the only proposal 
which utilizes the avoided cost method and also meets the 
requirement that retail operations cover all costs associated with 
the retail side of the business. 

27. Assignment between cellular and noncellular should be 

accomplished up front in the allocation process. 
28. Accounts should be distributed to noncellular and 

cellular operations by direct assignment where appropriate and by 
allocation for any remaining amounts in the same fashion prescribed 
for allocating between wholesale and retail. 

29. The purpose of a break-even analysis ot the fAcilities
based carriers' retail operation is to discourage cross-subsidies. 

30. .CACD received advance notice in 0.90-06-025 that it would 
be delegated the responsibility of monitoring the facilities-based 
carriers' operations for cross-subsidies. 

31. Except as provided in Finding 55, a facilities-based 
carrier may use the tempOrary tariff procedure to reduce its retail 
margin upon acknowledgement by CACO that the USOA report the 
carrier submitted shows that its retail revenues equal (break-even) 
or exceed its retail expenses. 

32. Retail costs for purposes of the break-even analysis 
should include a rate of return on investment dedicated to retail 
service that would not be needed for wholesale-only operations • 
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33. Utilizing it tate of return for the break-even analysis as 
required by D.90-06-0~5 is not an implementation of ~ost of service 
regulation. 

34, Rate of return, which is expressed as a percentage; 
reflects payment for the use of capital, both debt and equity. 

35, A carrier is not predatorily pricing towards the 
resellers, if a carrier's retail operations are covering ail-of the 
costs directly associated with that business, 

36. From a rational business perspective, the cost of 
capital, both equity and debt, is merely one of the costs of doing 
business. 

37. The rate of return cap, after sharing, as adopted in the 
incentive regulatory framework proceeding, is a reasonable rate of 
return to use for the break-evel\ analysis. 

38. Reseliers that want to provide switching services may 
file a petition for modification of their certificate of public 
convenience and necessity to operate as a switch reseller. 

39. CSI provided a reseller switch proposal for its own 
specific operations. 

40. CSI's switch proposal reiies upon capabilities of 
switches and switch software that have not yet been developed, 
tested, and made available on the open market. 

41. Technical imlovation is accelerating to the extent that a 
reseller switch proposal may be technically viable in the very near 
future. 

42. Cellular facilities, including switches, ate subject to 
the requirements of commlssion Rule 17.1 and G.O.159. 

43. Cellular resellers do not have to prove the engineering 
or technological feasibility of thelr switches. 

44. There is no lncentive for reseliers to instAll a switch 
that is not technically and economically feasible and which cannot 
communicate with the switches of facilities-based carriers. 
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45. Wholesale services being sold by facilities-based 
carriers can be unbundled. 

46. The unbundling of wholesale rates is consistent with our 
Phase I goal of increasing the competitive forces for cellular 
service and encouraging the most rapid expansion of cellular 
servlce and new technology that is reasonably possible. 

47. The unbundling of wholesale rates must be accomplished 
before resellers can evaluate the economic viability of a reseller 
switch. 

48. There is no conSensus among the parties on a standard 
definition of incremental cost or an incremental cost methodology 
for unbundling wholesale rates for the reseller switch. 

49. The incremental cost methodologies proposed by the 
parties would result in a great deal of controversy and would not 
produce reasonable tarIffed rates because of the difficulty in 
making long-teDm estimates for this industry. 

50. The adoption of an incremental cost methodology using the 
definitions proposed by the parties would delay the Lmplementatlon 
of unbundled tariffs and be inconsistent with the phase I goal of 
encouraging the most rapid expansion of cellular service and new 
technologies through competition. 

51. The use of direct embedded cost methodology is less 
controversial and will result in fair and reasonable unbundled 
tariff rates. 

52. It is reasonable to utilize a 14.75% rate of return for 
unbundling wholesale tariffs. 

53. A 14.75i rate of return will ensure consistency and 
comparability. 

54. The unbundling of wholesale rates for competitors into 
cost-based rate elements for those functions that competitors 
cannot provide does not constitute rate base regulation. Existing 
retail and wholesale rates will remain market priced • 
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55. The KSAs with resellers may not-use the advice letter 
process to reduce their retail margin until they have approved 
unbundled wholesale tariffs in order to encourage quick 
implementation of unbundled tariffs to promote competition. 

56. Encouraging additional competition in the cellular 
industry will allow future streamlining of regulatory rules, 
reducing regUlatory oversight for cellular service providers. 

-.;-

57. ordering paragraph 10 of D.90-06-025 requires 
interconnection arrangements between cellular carriers and LEes to 
be offered On a nondiscriminatory basis. The term cellular 
carriers is not restricted to only facilities-based carriers. 

58. The FCC does not preempt us from either continuing our 
current resell policy of prohibiting a facilities-based carrier 
from competition with itself in the same market through a reseller 
affiliate or from relaxing the ban. 

59. There is no practical way the Commission can monitor 
information transfers between carriers and resale affiliates when 
the same people perform functions for both. 

60. Despite any safeguards put in place, information 
transfers between facilities-based carriers and reselier affiliates 
would still likely occur. 

61. It is potentially anti-competitive to have an affiliate 
ot a facilities-based carrier providing resale service in the same 
territory as the facilities-based carrier. 

62. D.87-09-028 stated this Commission's intent that PTMS 

should divest itself of its Bay Area customers. 
63. PTMS has not complied because BACTC's minority partner 

refused to approve the customer transfer. 
64. On August 11, 1992 we issued an order instituting 

rulemakifig on reporting requirements for affiliate transactions. 
65. The interim affiliate transaction rules adopted in the 

order specifically apply to cellular facilities-based carriers. 
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66. McCaw filed a motion to strike a portion of CRA's 
comments because CRA exceeded the 2S-page limit provided for in 
Rule 17.3. 

61. Rule 77.3, in relevant part, limits the tiling of 
comments in major generic proceedings, such as in this proceeding, 
to 25 pages plus a subject index listing the recommended changes to 
the proposed decisio~, a table of authorities, and an appendix 
setting forth findings of fact and conclusions of law, 

68. CRA's comment page count totaled 55 pages, which exceeded 
the Allowable comment page count by 30 pages. 

69. Had CRA tiled a timeiy motion to extend the comment page 
limit, we would have considered such a motion, and upon 
determination of good cause granted some relief to the page limit", 

10. McCaw objected to CSt's comments regarding events that 
have developed subseqUent to the closing of the record and two 
partial newspaper articles attached to CSI's comments. 

71. Rule 77.3 states, in pertinent part, that new factual 
information, untested by cr-oss-examination, shall not be included 
in comments and shail not be relied on as the basis for assertions 
made in post-publication comments . 

. 72. BACTC filed comments to the proposed decision on July 3, 
1992. 

73, Rule 77 ~ 2 required camme-ntsto the AW'S proposed 
decision to be filed by July 2, 1992. 

74. BACTC did not request or receive an extension of time to 
file its comments to the ALJis propOsed decision. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. A streamlined certification process for RSAs faciiities
based carriers should not be adopted at this time. 

2. Reporting requirements for the assessment and mbnitoring 
of cellular capacity utilization and capacity expansion should not 
be adopted at this time • 
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3. Facilities-based carriers should be-requited to report 
their retail revenues and expenses each six months. 

4. cellular Dynamics' definition of avoided cost should not 
be adopted. 

5. 
6. 

adopted. 

CellUlar Dynamics' USOA proposal should not be adopted. 
The facilities-based carriers' USOA manual should not be 

7. CRA's modifications to the USOA should be adopted, as 
discussed in this order. 

8. Facilities-based carriers operating in MSAs with 
resellers that want to use the temporary tariff process to reduce 
the retail margin, should first have unbundled wholesale tariffs in 
place and also have acknowledgement from CACO that the adopted USOA 
reports submitted to CACO demonstrate that their retail operation 
is operating at a break-even basis. carriers in R5Asand HSAs 
without resellers need only do the latter unless they are notified 
that a reseller wants to provide a switch. 

9. Retail costs should inclUde a rate of return on 
investment dedicated to retail service that would not be needed for 
wholesale-only -operations. 

10. A 14.75 percent rate of return should be included in the 
break-even analysis. 

11. CRAis propOsed break~even analysis as modified to 
reflect a 14.75% rate of return should be adopted. 

12. cellular resellers should be allowed to acquire 
interconnected NXX codes on the same basis as the tacilities
based carriers. 

13. Procedures should be established for resellers that 
want to provide their own switches. 

14. Parties have not agreed on ~ single definition of long
run incremental costs to be used as the basis for unbundling 
wholesale rates. Therefore, direct embedded costs should be the 
basis for unbundling wholesale rates. 
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15. The facilities-based carriers' rates should be 
unbundled for competitors. 

16. Violation of any part of any of our orders constitutes 
contempt of the Commission. Any such violation may be punishable 
by a fine of up to $2,000 per day under §§ 2107 and 2108, in 
addition to contempt penalties. 

17. The ban on facilities-based carriers' affiliates 
providing resale service within the facilities-based carrIers' 
territory should not be lifted. 

IS. Facilities-based carriers should not be allowed to have 
reseller affiiiates in the same market because the potential 
exists for anti-competitive behavior and cross-subsidization. 

19. PTHS should sell its Bay Area customers to BACTC or 
some other cellular company_ 

20. The underlying reasons for the ban on affiliate 
competition do not apply in GTEM-CA's provision of cellular 
service through credit card telephones installed in rental ca~s, 
public transportation vehicles such as limousines and vans, 
offshore drilling platforms, and other such similar locations, in 
the same northern california markets in which GTE Hobilnet Ltd. 
now operates. 

21. Absent a timeiy request and authority for extended 
comments we should reject CRA's cOmments and afford such comments 
no weight. However, we should afford CRA's comments similar 
treatment given to LA Cellular's lI1 comments filed in the prior. 
phase of this investigation, 

22. CSI'g Appendices Band C with related portions of 
comments in CSI's comments to the proposed decision should not be 
considered. 

23 . BACTC's comments should be rejected. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED thatt 
1. A streamlined certification process for Federal 

Communications Commission Rural Statistical Areas (RSAs) permit 
holders shall not be adopted at this time. 

2. The USOA for facilities-based carriers shall be modified 
to incorporate the avoided cost methodology appended to this order 
as Appendix B. 

3. Assignment between cellular and noncellular shall be 
accomplished up front in the allocation process. 

4. Accounts shall be distributed to noncellular and cellular 
operations by direct assignment where appropriate.and by allocation 
for any remaining amounts in the same fashion prescribed for 
allocating between wholesale and retail. 

• 

5. The USOA shall, except for imputed wholesale customer 
revenues from a facilities-based carriers' retail operations for • 
reselli~q wholesale service, reflect actual costs. The cost 
allocation modifications identified in Ordering Paragraph 2 shall 
be applied on a consistent basis so that the specific assignment 
and allocation prOcedures distribute no more and no less than 100i 
Of recorded (actual) revenues and expenses among the lacilitles-
based carriers' wholesale, retail, and nortregUlated activities. 

6. The facilities-based carriers shall provide, on the 
adopted USOA allocation basis, semiannual financial reports to 
CACD'S Director no later than 45 days after the last day in the 
semiannual period and shall continue to be prepared and provided 
until notified by the Executive Director in writing that the 
semiannual reports no longer need be prepared and provided to CACD. 
The semiannual repOrt shall cover the periods from January 1 
through June 30 and from July 1 through December 31, with the first 
required report to be mailed to CACD covering the period July 1, 
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1992 through December 31, 1992. The semiannual finanoial 
statements shall be m~de available for publio inspection by CACD 
upon request I 

1. Cellular carriers required to utilize the USOA, as 
modified by this order, shall provide wIthin 30 days of attestation 
but not later than March 31, a statement from their independent 
auditors Attesting that the cellular carrier's finanoial statements 
for each ~-rnonth period of the prior year, were prepared in 
accordance with the revised USOA, and utilized the avoided cost 
methodology adopted by this order. 

S. The facilities-based carriers shall unbundle their 
wholesale rates into specific subcomponents on a direct embedded 
cost basis which shall be tariffed as discussed in Section 11 of 
this decision. Distinctive subcomponents shall be established for 
air time, billing, switching and interconnection, Facilities-based 
carriers in HSAS with resellers shall tender for filing 
applications unbUndling their wholesale rates within 120 days after 
the effective date of this order. Faoilities-based carrierS in 
RSAs and carriers operating in KSAs without resellers shall file 
applications to unbundle their rates within 120 days after the 
filing of an application by a reseller requesting authority to 
provide switched cellular services within the MSA's or RSA's 
service territory. 

9. Cellular Service, Inc.'s (CSI) switch proposal shall not 
be adopted at this time. 

10. Any certificated switch less reseller or new cellular 
reseller applicant that desires to own, control, operate, or manage 
its own cellular switch should file a petition for modification of 
its certificate of public convenience and necessity to provide such 
service. It shall serve this Petition for Modification on the 
service list for this proceeding. (I.8g-11-040, A.87-02-017) 

11. Facilities-based carriers operating in HSAs with 
resellers that want to use the temporary tariff procedure to reduce 
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the retail margin, shall first have unbundled wholesale tAriffs 1n 
place and also have acknowledgement from CACO th~t the adopted USOA 
reports submitted to CACD demonstrate that their retail operation 
1s operating at a break-even basis. Carriers in RSAs and K5As 
without resellers need only do the latter unless they are notified 
that a reseller wants to provide a switch. 

12. Affiliates of facilities-based carriers shall not be 
authorized to provide resale service in the same territory. as the 
facilities-based carrier. 

13. pacTel Mobile Services shall have 120 days from the 
effective date of this order to transfer its Bay Area customers to 
either BACTC or another cellular company. pacT~l Mobile services 
shall notify the CACD Director of its compliance with this order 
within 15 days of compliance. 

14. GTEM-CA is granted a waiver from the ban on affiliate 
resellers to continue its credit card cellular service adopted by 
0.92-05-021, as long as GTEM-CA and GTE Mobilnet Ltd. continue to 
comply with that order and GTE Mobilnet Ltd. continues to be 
considered a dominant carrier for affiliate transaction 
requirements adopted in R.92-08-008. 

15. Application 87~02-017 is closed. 
16. This investigation shall remain open to solely address 

the rehearing of Resolution T-14619 regarding ordering Paragraph 9 

of 0.90-06-025, as granted by 0.92-04-081. 
17. cellular Resellers Association, Inc.'s comments to the 

Administrative Law Judge's (AtJ) proposed decision on pages 24, 25, 
and Appendix C are rejected. 

18. CSI's Appendices Band C with related portions of 
comments in CSI's comments to the ALJ's proposed decision is 
rejected. 
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19. Bay Area Cellular Telephonecompany/s comments to the 
ALJ's proposed deoision ar~·rejected. 

This order beCQReS effective 30 days from today. 
Dated October 6, 1992, at San Franoisco, California. 

I abstain. . 
Is/ PATRICI~ H. ECKERT 

commissioner 

- 64 -

DANIEL Wm. FESSLER 
president 

JOHN B •. OHANIAN . 
NORMAN O. SHUKWAV 

cOilliissioners 
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List of Appearances 

Respondents I Jackson, TUfts, cole & Black, by william H. Booth, 
Joseph S. Faber, and Evelyn K. Elsesser, Attorneys at Law, for 
US West Cellular of California, Inc.; Peter A. casciato, 
Attorney at Law, for Cellular Resellers Association, Inc. and 
Cellular Service Inc.; pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, by Mary B. 
Cranston, Maria M. Astengo, and Megan Pierson, Attorneys at Law, 
for PacTel Cellular Corporation and its subsidiaries! Los 
Ailgeles SMSA L~mited partnership, pacTel Mobile Sery~ce, and 
Sacramento valley Limited Partnership; Orrick, Herrington & 
Sutcliffe, by Robert J. Gloistein, Attorney at Law, for Fresno 
MSA Limited partnership; Graham & James, by Martin A, Mattes; 
Rachelle B. Chong, and Adam Andersen; Attorneys at Law, for Bay 
Area Cellular Telephone Company; David Discher, Attorney at Law, 
for pacific Bell; Gold, Marks, Ring & Pepper, ~y Alan L. ~epp·e.r 
and Joshua L. Rosen, Attorneys.at Law; for Cell~lar Dynamics 
Telephone Company o~ san Francisco, Inc., Cellular Dynamics 
Telephone Company of Los ~geles, Inc., and Cellular Dynamics. 
Telephone Company of san Diego, Inc.; Cooper, White & Cooper, by 
E. Garth Black and Mark P. Schreiber, Attorneys at Law, for 
Roseville Telephone Company; ArmOur, Goodin, Schlotz & Hac . 
Bride, by James D. Squeri, Barbara L~ Snider, and John L. Clark, 
Attorneys at Law, for GTE Mobilnet of California and GTE Santa 
Barbara Limited partnership; Morrison & Forester; by James M. 
Tobin and Dhruv Khanna, Attorneys at Law, for McCaw Cellular 
Communications, Inc. and affiliates; Dinkelspiel, DOnovan & 
Reder, by David H, Wilson, Attorney at Law, for Los Angeles . 
Cellular Telephone Company; Roger Pi Downs, Attorney at Law, for 
PacTel Cellular and its affiliated cellular partnerships; Jake 
werksman, Attorney at Law, and Jennifer S. Pomeroy, for us West 
Cellular of California, Inc.; Jerome Sanders, for Nationwide 
Cellular Service, Inci; and Ralph W. Schultheis, for Mission 
Bell Telecommunications. 

Interested Partiest Cooper, White & Cooper, by E. Garth Black and 
.rark p, Schrei.ber, Attorneys at Law, for Calaveras Telephone 
Company, California-Oregon Telephone Company, Ducor Telephone 
Company, Foresthill Telephone Company, Happy Valley Telephone 
company, Hornttos Telephone Company, The Pond~rosa Telephone 
Company, The Volcano Telephone Company, and Winterhaven 
Telephone Company; Chickering & Gregory, by c. Hayden Ames, 
Attorney at Law, for Chickering & Gregory; Beck, Young, French & 
Ackerman, by Jeffrey F. Beck and Sheila A. Brutoco, Attorneys at 
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L8.~, lor CP Nationalj citizer\s Uti~ltles Company of Callf6tnia, 
Evans Teiephonec6mpan'y, GTE West·Coast, Incorporated, Kerman 
Telephone company, pinna.cles, Teleph6ne Company, s!erra~elephone 
company,' Inc.,' The si~k.lI6u Telephone co~pany,' arid TUolUinrte 
TelephoneCollpanYI Rando ph W. Deutsch, Attorney at Law,.for 
AT&T Communicatiortsofcal1-fornla, Irio.f HeserveiHumper & 

·Hughest by Morley a,. Mendelson, Attorney at Law, for Celluphone, 
Inc. I ~O~91ales,& RAIler, by Ann M. pourlales, -Attorney at Law, 
fOJ;'.Califo'rl)ia. Cellular Agents, AssociatonJ Josh Stearn, for 
O'Rourke:' companYjL. Russel Mitten and Hark T. Shine, . 
appearing for Cl~izens Utilities Company of california) and 
Sidney .iii webb, for himself. 

Division of Ratepayer Advocatesl James S. ROod, Attorney at Law. 
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MODIFICATIONS'TO THE'uNIFORM SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTS 
FOR CELLULAR COMMuNICATIONS LICENSEES 
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Page_24, Paragraph Dt • 

D. In those instances invhich the licensee conducts both 

wholesaie and retail cellular operations, if the state regulatory 

cOMmissio~.exercises accounting jurisdiction over both ~holesale 

and retail. cellular operations, a segregation of intangible assets. 

plant itlvestznent, revenues and. eXpenses shall be maintained between 

the tvo kinds of celiular services!" accordance with orocedures 

set forth herein vith resoeet to each account. 

• 

Note: Modifications to the existing USOA-are underscored. 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Page') 

Addition to page 42: 

~ Allovance for Uncollectible Accouhts 

* * 
c. .irhe follo\olin9 sub accounts of this account shall be 

l:1aintained. -

102.1 Ailo~ance for Uncollectible Accounts - Wholesale custo~ers 

102.2 ·'Allovance for Uncollectible AccountsO- Retail customers 

102.3 Allowance for Uncollectible Accounts - Other 

, . 
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Page 4' 
Addition to paqe 48 

Ali Intangible AssetS 

> " 

• 
A. This account ••• of public convenience and necessity. 

The forego!~q costs shall be treated as assets related to ~holesaie 

serVice. This account shall also inclUde the cost of acauiring 

end-use customers or customer lists. ~hich costs sball be treated 

as assets related to retail service. 

• 

• 
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Addi ticn to page 53' 

112 cellular COMMunications Plant AcqUisiti6n Adjustment 

... .. 
B. This account shall be 'subdivided sO as to shov the 

awounts inciudeci herein for each property acquisition. These 

amounts shail be further subdivided so as t6 show the value of 

acauiring enci-lise customers or cUstomer lists. which shall be 

treated as an asset reiated to retail service • 
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Addition topaqe 67 

lnBtiildiDqs 

.. 

APPEND1X 
Page. 6 

.. 

I 

• 
D. puildinq cost shall be aliocated bet~eenwb6lesale and 

. . , ~ 

retail activities in" nroDortion to the ~qUare feet of floor snace 

dev~ted to wholesale and to retail onerations. 

• 

• 
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Addltionto page 68 

~ 'Leasehold improvements 

c. J&aseho),d inproVetneDts shall be allocated between 

wholesale and retail acordinq to the relative usaae of the imnroVed .. 
Dronertv . in terms of s\lare feet of floor snace devoted to ",holesale 

and to retail ooerations. 
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Addition to pge 70 

314 vehicles • 
A. This account shall include the cost of passenger and 

service vehicles and other vehicular work equipment. 

B. The costs in this account shall be allocated bet~~en 

vholesale and retail onerations according to the assianment of the 
• 

vehictes to vholesale and retail actvities. When a vehicle is used 

for both ~holesale and retail nurooses, the cots shall be al'ocated 

accordina to the nile~ae incurred in connection ~ith Yholesale and 

retail activ~ties. 

318 Office Furniture and Eaui~nent 

This account shall include the cost of office furniture. 

'i'he costs in this account shall be allocated betweea 

\.lho' esale and retail o!lerations in accordance vith the relative use 

of the itens for ...,holesa.le and retail activities. 

• 
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Page 78, Account 50'2, Wllol'esale CUstom'ek' Revenues ., 

• •• The licensee shall separately identity reVenue trom Sales 

to its own retail operation or affiliates and revenue from sales to 

certificat~d resellers • 
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Page 10 '. 
Additions and Changes to page 83 

§1l custo~er Accounts and service Expense • 
621.1 Wholesale CUstom~r Accounts and Billing Expense 

This subaccount shall inclUde the cost of generating the 

billing taoes that are provided to resel1ers and· to carrier's 

retail oDerations~ It shall also include the cost of aenerating 

the in~oices that are rendered to resellers. 

621..2 Retail CUstomer Accounts and Billina Exoense 

This account shall include the cost of all other (non-

~holesaie) labor, ~aterials ushed and eXpenses incurred •• ~ 

623 Bad Debt Exoense 

A. This account shall be charged ••• 

B. The follo~ing subaccotints shall be walntained 

623.1 Bad Debt Exnense w~oiesale customers • 
623.2 Bad Debt Exnense Retai.l customers 

623.3 Bad Debt rxnense other 

• 
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~ Additions and Changes to page 83 

~ 

~ 

~ sales PrOlnotlo'li and Advertising Extie"tises 

Wholesale sales. nromotion and advertising eXnenses 

This subaccount shall include the cost of nersonnel devoted to 

sales to tesellers. It shall also include nromotional and 

advertising nrograms that are jointly SU'tHlorted bV resellers. that 

nromo~e cellular service without reference to the carrier's reta{l 

onerations or its aaents. or that identifv all notential retail 

outlets of the carrier's cellular service. irtcludina reseliers. 

625.2 Retail sales. Promotion and Advertisina Exnenses, 
Excludina Co~nissions 

This subaccount shall include the costs of labor, nater!als 

used and expenses, exclUding co~issions, incurred in 

perfor&:1ance of i>1arketing I sales prot:iotion and advertising that 

identif{ es or tlerta i.ns to the carrier' s retail outlets or its 

aaents. 
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Page 12 
'. 

Ad.ditions to pg8 83 (cant'd) 

,§25.3 Retail C6inmisslons • 
This subaccount shall incl.ude cor.'.Jni~si6J\s to agents unl.ess 

such co~issions are' naid on a comnarable basis to ail entities, 

includinqresel1ers. that deliver new cUstomers. 

Note At carriers ~ay record co~~ission eXoenses as thev are 
.. .. - - -

incurred or maV alJ.ortize comzllissiolis over a 'Der'iod not areater than 

the subscrlntion life of the a.veracre Customer. If the carrier 

chenaes nrocedure. however. it must restate its co~~ission exnense 

to reflect the condition that \.iouideX{st had the ne"" nrocec.u!.-e 

-been in effect in all orevious tine uer!6<1s.' 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX .·a 
. Pagel3 

. ~ddl tion to page 84 

627 General and Administration-EXpenses 

11 11 

.' 

Note Ct This account shall be allocated betveen wholesale and 

retail onerations in the same px-oDortion as the wholesale-t6-retail 
, . 

allocation of the underivlna direct costs. or if no direct costs 
.' 

can be identified. \lith rEHilal.ncler of Account 4'01, 

.' 
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New paqe 87 • ~ Imputed Wholesale Charges 

This accqunt shall include the charges ~t tariffed vholesale 

rates for" the cellular radiotelenbone services sold by the 

carrier's retail onerations or affiliates • 

• 
645 Boyaltv for Tradenarked Name and Logo 

This account shall incltidean brouted charge to the carrier's 

retail ooeraions tor the use of anV trademarked name. 10ao or other 

identifier belonaina to the carrier. the carrier's uarent or other 

affil~ated oraanization. 

NOTE: The aT.\ount of the rovaltv shall reflect the ,parket 

tradenark anoraiser. 
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PROCEDURES FOR ANALYZING THE PROFITABILITY OF 
CELLULAR CARRIER WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OPERATIONS 



A. Investment Base 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
S. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
2i. 

22. 
23. 
24. 
25 .. 
26. 

300 
302 
304 
30S 
306 
301 
308 
309 
"310 
312 
314 
316 
318 

Land 
Buildings 
Leasehold Improve~ents 
Antennae 
Power Equipment 
switching Equipment 
Base site Controller 
Towers 
RF channel EquipDelit 
Transmission Equip~ent 
Vehicles 
Tools & Equipment 
otfice, Furniture & Equip. 

Total plant in service 
Less Accumulated Depreciation 
Eauals Net plant Invest~elit 
pius Working Capital 
plus Unacortized Intangible Value 
Less custoner De~osits 
Plus Una~ortized·cobDissions 
Equals InVestnent Base 

l"linhlun Rate of RetUrn 
Required Return 
Income Tax Factor 
Eauals I~Duted IncoDe Tax 

_ R~quired Return + Tax 

130 days wholesale reVenues. 

260 days retail reVenues. 

JExcluded pursuant to commission policy. 

= 
+ 

Wholesale 

xxx 
xxx 
!<Xx 
xxx 
)00( 

xxx 
xxx 
xxx 
XxX 

. xxx 
xxx 
xxx 
xx)( 

xxx 
xxx 
xxx 
XXXI 

3 

XXX 

= 
+ 

. 

* 
= 

* -

Retail. 

xxx 

. xxx 
xxx .. 
xxx 
xxx2 
xxx 
xxx .. ·· 
xxx 
xxx 

14.75%. 
xxx 

• 
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B. 

26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 
33. 

35. 
36. 

37. 

38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
~·L 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 

Page 11 

Expenses 

610 
613 
615 

systeQ Maintenance 
Depreci.ation 
Amortization-Leasehold 
~ortization-co~issions 

616 Anortization of plant 
ACqUisition & :Intangibles 

617 Real Estate Acquisition Charges 
619 Telecomnunications Direct Operations 
621.1. CUstomer Accounts & service 

• Wholesale 
621.2 CUstomer Accounts & service 

Retail 
623 Bad Debt Expense 
625.1 sales Promotion' AdVertising 

Wholesale 
625.2 Sales Promotion' Advertising 

Retail 
625.3 commissions 
627 General & Adainistrative 
631 Danages & clai~s 
633 Pension & Benefits 
635 Rental Expense 
639 Other Taxes 
641. Gain or Loss on cellular Plant 
643 Expenses charged construction (CR) 
6~4 Ieputed ~~olesale Charges to Retail 
645 Royalty for TradeI:larked llane or LOgo 

Total Operating Expenses 

• 'Excluded pursuant to Commission Poiicy. 

Wholesale 

xxx 
xxx 
xxx 
xxx 
XXX· 
xti 

()ad) 

Retail 

xxx 
xxx 

xxx 
xxx 
x>oC 
xxx .. " 
XxX 
xxx 
xxx 
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c. RevenUes 

49. 501 Retaii customer Revenues 
50. 502.1- Wholesale customer ReVenues 
51. 502.2 Imputed RevenUe trom Retail 

.. operations 
52. 503 Roa~er Revenues 
53. 405 commission RevenUes 
54. 505 other operating Revenues 
55. Total Revenues 

D. Retail ~nalvsis 

56. Retail Return & TaX Requirements 
(L26) 

57. Retail Operating Expenses -(tAS) 
58. Retail Break-even Revenue Requirement 

(i.61-L62) 
59. Retail Revenues (L55) 
60. Retail surplus or (Deficiency) (L59-L5S) 

E. w~olesale Analvsis 

ffi\oiesal.e 

- -

Wholesale 

61. Wholesale Revenue (L56) xxx 
62. h~olesale Operating Expenses (LAS) ~ 
63. h~olesaie Net Operating Income 

(L61-L62) = xxx_ 
6~. Imputed IncOlle Tax Rate 14.75-% 
65. InDuted Inco~e Taxes = xxx 
66. Wholesale Net Incoce (L63~65) xxx 
67. Wholesale InVest~ent Base (L21) xxx 
68. ~~olesale RetUrn on rnvestaent (L66/67) xxx 

(END OF APPENDIX B) 

Retail 

Retail 

xxx 
xxx 
xxx 

Retail 

• 

• 

• 


